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ANALYSIS
April 1953

E PERSIST in our open forum policy, which gives a fair
W
hearing to all opinions. The result is inevitably a con
siderable diversity which is reflected in the present issue. An
“ unbeliever” describes how he was able “ for the first time to
grasp the meaning of the word grace ” when he saw Bemanos’s
masterpiece “ Dialogues des Carmelites” on the stage in Paris,
which more and more assumes the position in modem Europe
that Athens held in the world of classic Greece, while an avowed
Catholic launches a lively and penetrating attack on two Catholic
novelists which will be answered from a more orthodox Christian
3
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standpoint in the succeeding number. We hope that our venture
into die profundities of German philosophy and poetry on page 37
of this issue will evoke some corresponding response. In politics
we believe that no one will ever accuse us of being uncontroversial
to the point of the insipid. On the other hand, we shall not only
publish but welcome reply : and we will not even consciously
contrive like Dr. Johnson in his judicial reporting of Parliamentary
debates “ to see that the Whig dogs have the worst of it.” But
in our columns “ dogs ” of all sizes, shapes and species will have
to look after themselves and to defend their position on equal
ground : even the pampered poodles and Pekinese of the present
dispensation, who are sheltered by State Radio and millionaire
Press from the chill blast of reply to their pontifical growlings and
snorings. We shall attack their standpoint very often, because it
is high time that other opinions were heard. They must be heard
if everything is to be discussed with the object of discovering truth.
Stalin
The passing of Stalin may change the face of politics. No one
can say with assurance what will follow this event, or even what
lies behind it. Some internal struggle within the party is certain
to be related to i t ; the issue may already be decided. The least
likely event is that open split, which easy optimism has anticipated
for the last thirty-five years. Communism is organised like a
medieval church in which the college of cardinals composes its
differences in face of the outside world, whatever dark event may
have occurred within the secret cloisters. The chief danger is that
an opinion may have won the upper hand which believes in the
inevitability of an American attack when the West is ready: this
view in Russia may have been reinforced by the stronger American
line which, we believe, in all the circumstances, was necessary.
It is true, as we argued in our last issue, that it is a fantastic fallacy
to believe that any American government would, or could, attack
a Russia bent on peace; but it is a fallacy characteristic of the
Marxist, and the isolated Slav. If that fear lives within the
Kremlin it may well be fanned to flame by such opportunist German
advisers as have been driven to the Russian side by the grave errors
of Allied policy. A German military tradition would never sit
passive under a gathering storm, particularly if it possessed an
immediate advantage in the offensive. It is plain that Russia
looks more and more to Germany as the key to the world ; it is
4
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virtually certain that the recent move against the Jews was a
cynical attempt to gain the favour of the Germans and the Arabs,
and it is an ominous consideration that particularly desperate
efforts to win the Germans would naturally precede any advance
which ran the risk of leaving a hostile Germany on the lines of
communication. But all this is pure guess work, and can be nothing
more. The only certainty is that we must be ready for anything ;
the only clarity is that we need all the friends we can get, particularly
able and determined men. In fact, this is the last situation in which
Mr. Eden should be let loose to divide Europe in pursuit of
doctrinaire vendettas. The best of the Germans have stood, and
still stand, true to the West under a persecution as foolish as it is
malignant.
The Treatment of Dr. Naumann
We will, therefore, go straight to the most controversial issue
of this time, which is the treatment of Dr. Naumann.
In our last number we referred to “ the arbitrary intervention
of an outside Power to arrest and imprison Germans in a flagrant
breach of every established principle of justice within its own
country.”
We were happy to observe that while these words were being
printed a debate took place in the House of Lords which was in
the highest tradition of Parliament. Two ex-Lord Chancellors
attacked the Government, because, in the words of Lord Simon,
“ Instructions had been given from the Foreign Office that Counsel
should on no account see the prisoner. That is to say, the man
was to be kept incommunicado. I do not know of any instance
in my experience where such an application has been made to a
Court and has been refused.”
Lord Simon further stated that “ the judicial duty of the Court
is being interfered with and dictated by the Executive” and
enquired “ whether there is any justification for this departure
from British tradition in the administration of justice.”
Lord Jowitt referred to the matter as “ really rather shocking ”
and “ entirely alien to our whole tradition.”
The Times newspaper observed on the same day “ that an
accused person — still more a person as yet to be accused — should
have the utmost facilities to prepare his defence. . . ” “ the right
of every man to have every possible hope of ensuring a fair trial
is the very foundation of our laws. Never was it more necessary
5
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than now that the Occupying Authorities should exhibit it to
Germany and Europe,” as a contrast with “ the arbitrary methods
of penal prosecution notoriously prevalent in those foreign countries
where totalitarian rule continues.”
The Judge when making the Order on 20th February against
which the Foreign Office Counsel appealed, remarked that “ it
was possible — he did not suggest that it bad happened in the
present case — that a person under detention was being badly
treated and that was something which this Court would have to
take into consideration.”
In the Press of the 26th February it was reported that Karl
Kaufmam, one of the arrested men, whose gifts of character have
long won him an exceptional place in the esteem of his fellow
countrymen, had been taken to a British Military H ospital; he
has been in very delicate health for several years. This case is
being watched by the world, and much more will be heard of it.
Ex-Nazis : What To Do With Them?
It is our habit to insist on clarity of thought and definition :
muddled thinking and refusal to face facts are too dangerous in
the present situation. We ask, then, what is to be done with
the ex-Nazis in general ? We ask this question in the light of
ordinary justice and of the official American public opinion poll
in Germany, which was significantly published by the American
authorities four days after the arrest of seven leading ex-Nazis
by the British High Commissioner on orders of the Foreign
Secretary. As already stated, the poll showed that about half the
German population were ready even openly to declare opinions
which must put them in sympathy with the arrested men. As a
result we asked whether it is proposed to kill half the German
people, to drive them over to the Russians, or to reach some
understanding with them.
We press the question : what is to be done with leading ex-Nazis
against whom no war crime charge rests, or any other suggestion
of breaking the law? Take the case of prominent figures in the
Third Reich who as very young men showed such conspicuous
ability that they were chosen to occupy high administrative positions.
Some of them clearly possessed political minds and executive
abilities of the first order. What is to be done with them, when
no charge rests against them ? Are they to be denied for ever
all outlet for their abilities in business as well as in politics ?
6
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That they should be denied the right to live is plainly not the view of
parties supporting Dr. Adenauer’s government, who want ex-Nazis
readmitted to politics and to business. It does not even appear
to be the view of the German Socialists, if we may judge by the
speeches of such leaders as Dr. Carlo Schmidt. It does not seem
to be the opinion either of the French or American governments,
who have taken no part whatever in this foolish business. The
only upholder of this attitude appears to be that strange medley
at the British Foreign Office which would doubtless have been
described by Mr. Disraeli as “ sublime mediocrity at the head of
inveterate prejudice,” if we rightly recall the acute observation on
English Conservatism by its latter day idol.
Enropa Nation
Various ex-Nazis have been widely reported, even in the Con
servative press, as belonging to an organisation called Europa
Nation, which is less likely to be disapproved by the Americans
who strongly support European union than by the British Foreign
Office which blocks it. It is true that the idea of Europe a nation
goes considerably beyond present thought on the subject of
European union. But it is the very reverse of the German national
ism which, it was suggested, the ex-Nazis were trying to revive :
and the phrase Europe a Nation was first used, and the policy was
first published, not in Germany but in England. Yet sections of
the British press appear so uninstructed in the elements of modern
political thought that they denounced these men for adhering to
“ Europa Nation ” in the apparent belief that they were attacking
German nationalism. They were unaware of one of the chief
paradoxes of the modem European scene : leading ex-Nazis and
similar thinkers have become the strongest protagonists of European
union ; while the nationalist and isolationist position has been
taken over by the Socialist parties in each country, who have long
formed the amiable habit of adopting ideas when they are at least
twenty years out of date. But whatever final shape European
union may take, it is clear that it is no crime to advocate various
forms of union; otherwise Mr. Churchill, the Federalists, and all
the other supporters of diverse proposals for union would share
in some degree this guilt, which is absurd. In fact, if we can free
our minds for one moment from prejudice, what an extraordinary
error it is not warmly to welcome the desire of ex-Nazis to become
European instead of to persist in a narrow, and possible aggressive,
nationalism.
7
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Europe moves onward to a wider and deeper sense of being,
which must include all who stand true to European life and values
in face of Communism. It is as impossible to extinguish the light
of all who were selected as the ablest young men in Germany
during a period of twelve years as it is to wipe out half the German
people. The fire of this energy can be used to provide power and
progress to the new Europe : or it can be confined until present
policy produces an explosion, which can aid nothing but
Communism.
Formosa and Yalta
Unfortunately the same small and peevish mind is evident in
other and even wider spheres. The first fine careless irritation
over lack of consultation about Formosa had quickly to be modified
in view of forthcoming discussions in Washington, which would
touch the delicate subject of next Sunday’s dinner, as we have not
yet quite learnt how to earn it for ourselves. A similar fussy
meticulousness in the maintenance of past errors at Yalta and
Potsdam was the answer to the new American move to repudiate
the principles of secret agreements which handed over European
peoples to the tyranny of the Soviets, after fighting the war in the
name of freedom.
We do not for one moment suggest that Mr. Eden’s recent actions
sprang from personal pique rather than from political principle.
Rigid pomposity has become as much a part of a dying Conservative
philosophy as hardened arteries are a part of human senility (yet
the deep frivolity of Conservatism persists : is anything more
depressing than playboys without the play ?) Mr. Eden is personally
an honest and respectable person who always means w ell; in fact
the road to our present hell was most brightly paved with his good
intentions. Nevertheless in the interests of the clarity we seek,
it is necessary to examine the principle on which the policy of the
present Foreign Secretary is supposed to be based.
Mr. Eden’s Differences With America
The Foreign Office attitude on the question of Formosa is
characteristic of the failure to think clearly. In terms of realism,
is it not apparent that in Korea we can either act or withdraw :
what we cannot do is to sit still and take punishment. It seems
the American plan is to take all possible action short of war. In
practice this probably involves a naval blockade of the Chinese
(
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mainland and the use of Chiang Kai-Shek’s forces for their general
nuisance value. It is hoped that such action will make life un
pleasant enough for the Chinese Communists to induce them to
seek peace on reasonable terms. If that is not enough the
Americans will probably consider an all-out offensive up to the
waist of Korea, after which they could establish a holding position
without heavy commitments. If that were insufficient to bring
the matter to a conclusion, they might use the Japanese on the
mainland until the Chinese had enough.
It is at least conceivable that this is the meaning of “ letting
Asians fight Asians.” In any case this is an intelligible and
realistic policy, and we admit it. We prefer the alternative policy,
which is to hold Europe and leave Asia ; this means in practice
holding Japan, Formosa and the Pacific Islands, probably, also,
the periphery of Asia in the old Colonial lands of Indo-China and
Malaya. The object would be to minimise the exhaustion of land
forces which are urgently needed to make Europe secure. No
one would deny that the sea and air power of America alone could
easily hold the island chain against all attempts of the Communist
world to break out.
Both these policies are intelligible and realistic: either should
work if applied decisively. What will not work is to sit tight
until the seat is well kicked; yet this is the habitual posture of
the British Foreign Office. It is another symptom of senility
and has accompanied a progressive decline in every sphere. It
is no use waging a half-hearted war in Korea with inadequate forces
which bring neither immediate results nor hope of conclusion ;
such a war is a steady drain of resources urgently needed elsewhere.
This situation is an open wound and the Americans seem determined
in one way or another to close it. At least they have some sense
of reality.
Financial P olicy Jeopardised ?

It is useless for a British government to oppose a vigorous
American policy in face of Communism unless it'has some counter
proposals of its own.
This petulance concerning recent American decisions follows a
long record of negation. The British Foreign Office has said
“ no ” to the economic union of Europe, “ no ” to the European
Army, “ no,” in fact, to every effective proposal for European
union.
9
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Now the monotonous repetition of the negative is followed by
a fit of the vapours when someone else does something. These
performances do not make the old lady more popular when she
journeys to Washington for an extension, or increase, of her pension
(what a role to be cast by Conservatism for a great imperial people).
It is very doubtful after the recent record of the Foreign Office
whether the financial policy of British government over the next
few months can now succeed. At last the time has come, in the
Conservative view, to make a bid for independence ; but this
involves some major assistance, direct or indirect, from America,
although it was hoped that this help would be the last. The
British Government’s almost openly declared ambition is the
convertibility of the pound and the restoration of London as a
great financial centre, in which the traditional ability of the city
could find scope enough to close the recurrent gap in the balance
of payments.
A considerable increase in British reserves is clearly necessary
before this risk can be taken. This end might be secured either by
some direct dollar backing, or by an increase in the price of gold.
The former measure is difficult to get through a Republican Congress
which is inclined to reduce rather than to increase foreign aid :
the latter method runs up against American fear of inflation,
despite the assurances of British bankers that a proper exercise
of pristine banking technique would eliminate all such risks. In
fact America must be very carefully and skilfully persuaded if
the last great Conservative dream of a return to a free system and
financial power is to have any chance of being realised.
That task has not been made easier by Mr. Eden’s record of
obstruction and blunder at the Foreign Office which, in the case of
Formosa, secured again the enthusiastic support of Mr. Morrison.
This is a bi-partisanship not altogether pleasing to an American
administration from which British Labour might not obtain so
easily the dole which maintained the welfare state in the spacious
days of Mr. Truman. The rudeness of some Labour leaders to
their benefactors will also not assist the hopes of further chanty ;
even if it he disguised under cover of assistance to backward areas
or some other transparent mask for the real backward area, which
is the state of Britain under Labour.
So long as stich policies compel us to beg, it is better to mend
our manners. The role of insolent beggar is neither popular nor
graceful; it is, also, seldom profitable.
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Convertibility and Mr. Strachey
The question of convertibility has produced the deepest rift
yet seen in the ranks of Labour on a real political issue ; apart
from the personal tantrums of the competitive May queens. But
it has passed almost unnoticed in the daily press which understands
little of the deeper and really decisive political questions.
Mr. Gaitskell in an American tour a year ago declared himself
enthusiastically in favour of convertibility before financial audiences,
and it has remained the official policy of Labour. Latterly Mr.
Gaitskell has begun to hedge with much talk of the necessity for
far higher reserves ; a sure sign of internal party pressure, which
was emphasised by the recent “ warning” of the T.U.C. In
passing it is worth noting that the greater the necessity for higher
reserves, the greater the dependence of Labour on American as
sistance becomes.
Now Mr. Strachey has dropped an unnoticed squib from that
happy central position which enables him to move with speed and
decision in the direction of either Mr. Attlee or Mr. Sevan, when
the issue of the present struggle is no longer in doubt. He said
recently in Parliament : “ This factor of control over the foreign
transactions of our citizens, the import of goods and the export
of money, and the changing of money into dollars essentially is
the very basis of planning in this country. If when we return to
office we find that these controls over the foreign transactions
of British citizens have in any way been weakened or undermined,
it will be our imperative duty to re-establish and strengthen them.”
So, if Mr. Strachey has his way it is good-bye not only to
convertibility and freedom, but to every lucrative practice of
British financial entrepreneurs. Yet the plaintive glance of Mr.
Gaitskell rests upon these magnates as the only hope of bridging
the gap in Britain’s balance of payments, not to mention the taxable
profits, which alone might finance a welfare state within the present
system.
Dem ocracy On O ne P er Cent or European Socialism ?

What then does Mr. Strachey propose as an alternative ? Is
it to increase the controlled exports of socialised industries,
burdened by the taxation of the welfare state, until we achieve
over double our pre-war volume of exports in face of increasing
capitalist competition in a shrinking world market? Or does
he propose to retreat into autarchy (more belated National
11
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Socialism, but without its means or methods), and vigorously to
develop the Crown Colonies in order to balance British payments
by exports of their raw materials. But he forgets, perhaps, that he
is only in these African Colonies as a “ trustee ” ; and that he has
promised to hand them over to the natives as soon as they are at
all educated. The meaning of such education has been clearly
illustrated by the case of the southern Sudan, which possesses
a literacy of only one per cent. Yet the name of democracy was
evoked when Mr. Eden scuttled out on the peremptory demand of
a Middle Eastern dictator who seized power with the aid of a
praetorian guard, and is all for democracy as long as it does not
give the Sudanese liberty to join the Commonwealth ; fun is fun,
but there is a limit. Surely Mr. Strachey will not impose more
rigorous conditions than Mr. Eden before he hands over all Africa
to native rule in pursuit of the same principles of self-determination
which are common to both great parties of the State. In any case,
where will Britain alone—without American capital or European
resources—find the means to develop these virgin territories ; even
if Mr. Strachey’s administration did not in practice put nuts every
where except into the ground.
Directly he turns to an alternative policy which seeks a solution
in African soil, he comes up against the realist policy of European
Socialism ; which means the pooling of African Colonies and their
joint development by the whole man power and resources of a
united Europe. And that door is closed to Mr. Strachey because
it would mean working with other Europeans who dislike him
and his friends even more than Labour dislikes and fears the idea
of a real European union.
The Beatitude of Mr. Bevan
Where Bevanism stands in this complicated question is anybody’s
guess. While the leader of the movement has one simple remedy,
to nationalise nearly everything, his fellow rebel and financial
pundit, Mr. Harold Wilson, seems much nearer in these serious
issues of international trade to the position of Mr. Gaitskell than
to that of Mr. Strachey. In fact, the attitude of both these exuniversity professors seems much more akin to the classic con
ception of nineteenth century capitalism than to any form of
twentieth century Socialism, as our forthcoming study of Bevanism
will show.
So Mr. Strachey seems, for once, to be well out on a branch,
a
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but he has frequently shown his ability to scramble back from
even more exposed positions. He has at least the intellectual
capacity to observe that you cannot run a welfare Socialist state
within the “ free for all ” of world capitalism ; but he learnt all
that a long time ago, and has been rather “ Bourbon ” ever since.
As for Mr. Bevan, he is now rivalling the Dean of Canterbury
in peripetetic beatitudes. His latest suggestion is for a block of
“ weak nations ” headed by India ; there seems in the view of
Mr. Bevan to be some special virtue in their being weak ; blessed
are the weak says Mr. Bevan. Even Mr. Nehru, however, seems
unwilling to stake the life of his country on the beatitudes of
Mr. Bevan.
It would, of course, be tactless to suggest to Mr. Bevan that a
united Europe which included Germany could provide the third
force which is necessary to hold the balance of the world ; it would
possess in his eyes the fault of not being weak ; yet another crime
of the Germans.
The Foreign Office
To hate and fear Germans is a pathological condition of many
Englishmen; although we believe them now to be a minority
which is rapidly decreasing. Among them are apparently many
members of the Foreign Office staff, and the reason is not always
“ left ” politics. We find often on the right an exaggerated fear
of Germany and an underestimate of the Soviet danger which
almost require the attention of the psychoanalyst. In brief, we
believe, the origin of the complex to be a sense of superiority in the
face of the Russians and a sense of inferiority, in some respects,
in face of the Germans. Such men can imagine themselves being
worsted in various forms of conflict by Teutonism, but they cannot
conceive this catastrophe occurring in a clash with the Slavs. The
result of such a psychology is a greater fear of a Germany in the
dust than of a Russia lifted to the heights by the final triumph of
allied policy.
So it is a mistake to believe that a policy which favours Russia
more than Germany arises inevitably from the politics of Burgess
and Maclean. But a policy which seeks to keep Germany down
and Russia up in present conditions is a world menace, wherever
its origin.
It is always, of course, an error to believe that the Foreign
Office is mainly or even largely staffed by such characters. It is
B
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true that the type of the great public official has much changed,
but the alteration has usually been in the direction of a mediocre
respectability encompassed by the most bourgeois inhibitions.
How often now in a great post we find the prim demeanour o f a
borough clerk in the place of the sympathetic charm and glittering
abilities of a Tyrrell.
We have therefore no fear that the Foreign Office as a whole
will succumb to the spirit of Burgess and Maclean. There are
still enough dull prigs in that institution to resist either the decadent
or the dynamic. But it is a public scandal that the careers of
Burgess and Maclean were made possible by the system in force
at the Foreign Office.
After studying the objective account of Mr. Connolly’s book on
this subject which appears on page 16 of this issue any reader
will be tempted to ask the Foreign Office “ Have you many more
at home like that ? ” A few such men can bring a great country
to disaster.
“ Turn Over The Stones ”
Mr. Connolly’s sober and factual account prompts the enquiry
why such men were given such responsible positions that some of
the grave issues of the day could rest in their hands ; not to mention
the secrets of this country if war came. If the case is put at its
lowest, Burgess and Maclean were well-known drunkards and
brawlers who were quite unfit by any standards to hold high office
of state. It appears that these tap room warriors were always
fighting about bars, night clubs and pink salons of lefty intellectualism— always fighting — right up to the very moment the war
began. Then at the respective ages of 26 and 28 they were
otherwise engaged, and soon came to rest in the well-padded comfort
of their diplomatic chairs. Did some further decline in their health
prevent further belligerence after the outbreak o f hostilities, or
were they detained by superiors who considered that their wellproven capacities were too great to be squandered on a battlefield ?
Hitler tried so to restrain the gifted and gallant members of the
Wagner family; it appears that Burgess and Maclean were the
maestros of the Foreign Office.
The whole story is the more remarkable because both the
characters and freely expressed opinions of this precious pair were
known to such a wide circle that it should have been impossible
for those in authority to know nothing of them. For instance,
14
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it appears that Maclean after a wild record of drunken hysteria
in some responsible post in Cairo was eventually transferred by
some solicitous hand to a protracted sojourn on the psychoanalyst’s
couch. The next position of responsibility and power to be graced
by his raucous insolence was the chief post in the American
Department of the Foreign Office.
Apart from any questions of the loyalty of these men to their
country, it should be a sobering thought even to current states
manship that the delicate issues of war and peace could be seared
by the vicious complexes of these ill-conditioned louts.
Is it really surprising in the circumstances that America should
show reticence in dealing with the present administration of Great
Britain ? In the sphere of atomic secrets they had the experience
of Fuchs and Pontecorvo ; in the higher diplomacy they had
Maclean as head of the American Department at the Foreign
Office and Burgess in a responsible position at the British Embassy
at Washington. The Burgess and Maclean affair, coupled with
the strange vagaries of recent British policies, must give outsiders
an impression that the British Foreign Office is a most extra
ordinary menagerie. Who is responsible for its administration ?
There used to be a quaint superstition that the politicians in charge
of the department were responsible on such occasions. Now it is
deemed almost indecent to suggest that anyone is responsible for
anything. Yet the Burgess and Maclean affair is a far graver
scandal than many matters which in the past have been the subject
of public enquiry ; it is graver because it more deeply affects
the life of the state. There should be an enquiry : not into the
secrets which these men knew but into the administration of the
Foreign Office which made it possible for them to know the secrets.
The question how these men came to occupy these positions need
not touch at all the usual excuses of secrecy behind which the furtive
little men of an incompetent bureaucracy so often shelter from their
blunders. We do not for one moment suppose that the present
Government will accede to the well-justified demand for a public
enquiry in the public interest, which governments of the earlier
English tradition would have been anxious to grant. By the
degree of concealment in this affair we may measure the decline
in the standards of public life. We need say no more.
EUROPEAN.
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BURGESS AND MACLEAN
The Missing Diplomats. By Cyril Connolly.
The Queen Anne Press 5/-.
YRIL CONNOLLY has written an interesting and revealing
account of the missing diplomats, Guy Burgess and Donald
Maclean, both of whom he knew fairly well for a number o f years.
Their disappearance is a puzzle to him, as it is to the rest o f us,
and when he has set down all the facts he knows there are still
many gaps which he has been unable to fill.
On the 25th May 1951 Maclean caught the 5.19 train from Charing
Cross to Sevenoaks and went home as usual. He told his wife,
who was expecting her third child in ten days’ time, that a friend
was driving down to dine with them. This friend was Burgess,
who had hired a drive-yourself car. He was introduced to Mrs.
Maclean as “ Ronald Styles.” After dinner the two men walked
in the garden together, and then Maclean told his wife he was going
with “ Styles ” to see a friend near Andover, and would be away
for the night. Taking nothing but a dressing gown and a brief
case, he and “ Styles,” who had a good deal of luggage, drove
away to Southampton and were just in time to catch a steamer
which was making a week-end cruise to St. Malo and the Channel
Islands. Leaving the hired car on the quay they boarded the ship.
Burgess had reserved a cabin for two in his own name. Next
morning when they arrived at St. Malo Burgess and Maclean
waited until everyone had gone ashore, then, leaving their luggage
on board, they went to the station, took a taxi to Rennes, 50 miles
away, caught the train to Paris, and vanished. Thus far the story
is common knowledge ; Mr. Connolly seeks to throw light on the
mystery of their disappearance by referring to their background,
their behaviour and his personal knowledge of their characters.
Guy Burgess was bom in 1911 and Donald Maclean in 1913.
Burgess went to Eton and Maclean to Greshams School, and then
they both went to Cambridge, where they met for the first time.
Both were Marxists. It was the moment when Communism was
fashionable for undergraduates, and here Mr. Connolly quotes
Koestier : “ The Comintern carried on a white-slave traffic whose
victims were young idealists flirting with violence.” Both drank ;
Donald “ like a feckless undergraduate,” Guy “ like a Rabelaisian
bottle-swiper whose thirst was unquenchable.” Both were clever ;
Burgess took a First in History, Maclean a First in M odem
16
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Languages. Mr. Connolly says “ what was common to b o th . . . .
at this time was their instability.” After Cambridge, Burgess
joined the B.B.C., Maclean went into the Foreign Office. So far
their careers followed a familiar pattern. What does a clever,
unstable, left-wing young man do for a living ? He goes into the
B.B.C. or the Foreign Office.
Donald Maclean was sent to the Paris Embassy in 1938, and
according to Mr. Connolly he now changed greatly for the better,
becoming “ responsible and painstaking, logical and resolute in
argument, judicious and even-tempered ” and “ his dark suit,
black hat and umbrella were severe and distinguished.” So far
so good. It must have seemed that the drinking, the instability,
perhaps even the Marxism, were symptoms of youth which he had
now outgrown. Unfortunately, the black hat and the umbrella
were the only realities in this reassuring picture.
When the war came Maclean, who had fought many an arm-chair
battle on the side of republican Spain and was now aged twenty-six,
remained where he was. Burgess worked for three years in the
European propaganda department of the B.B.C. “ His position
became one that greatly appealed to him,” says Mr. Connolly
“ involving him eventually in liaison work with the most secret
organisations, until he was able to represent the Foreign Office."
However, in spite of the satisfaction his work gave him “ it was
noted that he had become much more insulting and destructive
when he drank — he always seemed to hit on the unforgivable
thing to say.” “ His mental sadism sometimes led to his getting
knocked out ” Mr. Connolly tells us ; and at the same period he
“ carried on a verbal crusade in favour of Communism.” A great
friend of his told a woman novelist with whom they were both
staying that “ Guy had confided to him that he was not only a
member but a secret agent of the Communist Party and he had then
invited him to join in this w ork” — an invitation which was
declined. This was in confidence ; but he made no secret of his
Communist sympathies, carrying on his “ verbal crusade ” to all
who cared to listen to him. Yet in 1946 he was employed in the
office of the Minister of State, Mr. Hector McNeil, and in 1947,
after a viva voce of an hour and a half, he was taken on to the
permanent staff of the Foreign Office, where he had worked on a
temporary basis since 1944.
Also in 1944 Maclean was posted to Washington, as acting
First Secretary, where he was “ several times reported for careless
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handling of secret documents,” and in 1948, at the age o f 35, he
was sent to Cairo as Counsellor. Now began an astonishing
degringolade. “ It seems that he adopted a theory that sufficient
alcohol could release in one a second personality.” Maclean
called his second personality “ Gordon ” after a gin bottle with a
wild boar on the label. After dark he became “ Gordon,” broke
into people’s flats, smashed furniture, and finally in a brawl “ began
to imperil the safety of those nearest him ” by wildly swinging a
rifle he had seized from a sentry. “ A Secretary of the Embassy
intervened, and in the scuffle slipped and broke his leg.” After
this, “ Gordon ” was sent home on sick leave. He was given six
months to recover, which he spent in London “ still drinking. . . .
and undergoing treatment from a woman psychoanalyst. His
appearance was frightening : he had lost his serenity, his hands
would tremble, his face was usually a vivid y e llo w ....” One
night a man leaving a night-club got into a taxi and found him
asleep on the floor. “ When awakened he became very angry
and said he had hired it for the evening as his bedroom.” After
the six months were up, in November 1950, Maclean was appointed
head of the American Division at the Foreign Office. A few
months later he said to a friend “ What would you do if I told you
I was a Communist agent ? ” “ I don’t know.” “ Well, wouldn’t
you report me ? ” “ I don’t know. Who to ? ” “ Well I am.
Go on, report me.”
In August 1950 Burgess was appointed Second Secretary in
Washington. He drank heavily, was in constant trouble with the
police for bad driving, and “ was reported by an English visitor
to the Embassy for anti-British talk.” In May 1951 he was sent
home as “ unsuitable.” The month before, at a night-club where
Burgess had once been assaulted for not standing up when they
played the National Anthem, Maclean knocked down one of his
best friends because he took Whittaker Chamber’s side in an
argument about the Alger Hiss case. “ I am the English Hiss ”
he said.
So it was in May that Burgess and Maclean met again, in London ;
and shortly afterwards they vanished together.
Leaving aside their politics for a moment, how was it possible
that two such men should have been appointed to the positions
they filled ? Could anyone more unsuitable than they were have
been found anywhere ? Drunk night after night, brawling in bars
and night-clubs, smashing furniture, knocking people down.
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insulting everyone in sight, unable to argue without losing their
tempers, fighting on every possible occasion (except of course in
the war) — surely their manners alone unfitted them for any career
but that of a cosh boy ? Even had they been completely unpolitical,
or as harmless as a true-blue trade unionist or a pale pink
conservative, Maclean and Burgess would still have been a disgrace
to English diplomacy. Yet even the worst excesses of “ Gordon ”
were rewarded with an appointment as head of the American
Division at the Foreign Office.
However, as everyone knew, they were in fact Communist
sympathisers, who proclaimed their views on every possible
occasion, sometimes going so far as to hint that their sympathy
had taken a practical form. They were well known, not only for
their strangely boorish manners but as Communists too.
Mr. Connolly tells us they were maladjusted, that they craved
love, and that they hated their fathers. Perhaps all this is true,
perhaps Burgess could not help being Burgess nor Maclean being
Maclean. It is no concern of ours. And if such people can find
friends who enjoy being insulted and biffed about, and who can
resist the normal impulse to hit back hard, good luck to them.
Some may even have found a certain charm in them as a knock
about turn. They could be left to the care of the psychoanalysts
by day and the denizens of bars and night-clubs after dark. What
does concern everyone is the system which puts such men in the way
of being able to harm their country. No doubt readers of this
book will demand an enquiry into Foreign Office methods of
selection, maintenance and promotion of staff. Not long ago
a prominent Foreign Office official said that sometimes stones
should be tinned over to see what is squirming underneath. He
could make a start on the stones in his own back yard. Judging
by Mr. Connolly’s book he should be busily employed for quite
some time.

EUROPEAN CUSTOMS UNION
HAS BEEN written and more talked about the
M UCH
necessity of a union of Europe, if our continent is to
survive as a cultural centre in this dangerous age. The arguments
are overwhelming, when Europe is faced by a recrudescence of
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the threat of barbarism from Asia, which has already penetrated
farther west than ever did either the Mongols or the Turks. Nor
is the prospect of permanent “ protection ” from America with
imposition of American standards and perversions of European
culture a much better alternative to those who have the true
interests of Europe at heart.
Yet little progress is made towards any form of political union
between the stubbornly nationalistic states of Europe, for the
smaller and more artificial the state the more vehemently it asserts
its claim to sovereignty. Considering the halting progress that
has been made towards a United Europe since 1947, when the
idea was first seriously mooted, a new approach is most necessary
if the whole concept is not to be rotted by mutual suspicion. Even
the increasing pressure from America for unification is ineffective,
owing to an instinctive resistance by the Europeans to such
interference in their internal affairs.
Only a study of European history can throw light on the causes
of this disappointment, after the high hopes of a few years ago.
This is not the first time that a number of independent sovereign
states in the middle of Europe have managed to combine to form
a powerful empire, and the fact that this combination was so
effective that by the beginning of this century it threatened to
overturn the balance of power in Europe is no excuse for ignoring
the lesson, but very much the reverse.
It is Bismarck who has been credited with the formation o f the
German Empire, bringing together a larger number of sovereign
states under the rule of Berlin than at present exist in the whole
of Europe. The fact that he did so between the two rival forces
of Britain and France on the one hand and Tsarist Russia on the
other makes his success all the more interesting to us to-day, when
Europe stands in very much the same position between the United
States and the Soviet Union. (A comparison between the Crimean
War and the present Korean conflict is not without significance.)
Yet all the great diplomatic skill of the Iron Chancellor would
not have availed to unite Germany, had it not been that his work
had been well prepared for him, ever since the end o f the
Napoleonic wars. It was the “ Zollverein ” (the Customs Union)
of the German states in the previous generation that made
possible the great constructive work o f the Prussian, Bismarck.
Without that foundation he might well have laboured in vain.
What was the “ Zollverein ” ? It was an agreement among the
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German states to drop mutual tariffs between themselves, and to
set up a Federal Customs Union on goods entering Germany as a
whole, which were then divided, according to previous arrangement
between the participating states. Not only did this create the
concept of a United Germany in the minds of the German people,
but it removed the pressure of industrial and commercial interests
in the various states to maintain their sovereignty, as a means of
protecting local industries and manufactures against external
competition.
It is this second proposition to which all Europeans should
give their earnest attention to-day. One of the strongest forces
behind the retention of sovereignty by the existent European
states comes from similar industrial and commercial interests,
who wish to make use of their national governments to protect
their concerns from other European competition. Under existing
economic trends this pressure is liable to become more and more
reactionary, as the various European states are forced into cut
throat competition with each other on world markets, by adherence
to the American “ Open Door,” “ Most Favoured Nation ” concept
of world trade, enforced by the present G.A.T.T. regulations.
It is an obvious fact that in modern times economic factors
behind the scenes dominate political events, and it should be clear
that we have here the real reason for the slow progress towards
the political integration of Europe. So long as commercial elements
have a vested interest in the retention of tariff barriers manipulated
by sovereign parliaments, which they can influence by lobbying
and through donations to party political funds, there can be very
little hope of any effective advance towards the ideal of a United
Europe.
It is most significant in this connection that the only real progress
made towards the formation of a European Community has come
through the Schuman Flan, uniting the coal and steel industries
of the main European states and removing the tariff barriers in
their case. Although the reason for this move was, perhaps, in
some degree, the desire of the French to prevent an independent
German rearmament, nevertheless it has become the basis of a
political authority, set up by. the participating states to control
this supra-national authority. This shows that, whatever the
motive may be, the mere fact of having made a breach in the tariff
walls around the European states has had its immediate political
repercussions, moving in the direction which all good Europeans
welcome.
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This slight and limited success (the only one that the advocates
of European Union can register, pending the doubtful ratification
of the European Army Agreement) shows the direction, in which
further efforts should be made. Even if it be at present impractic
able to envisage the complete removal of inter-European tariffs
in a complete Customs Union, such as that which Germany
achieved in the twelve years from 1818 to 1830, it is still possible
to envisage the extension of the Schuman Plan technique to other
fields, such as those of agriculture and textiles, thus pulling down
the existent tariff barriers bit by bit, as has already been achieved
in the case of coal and steel.
The final objective should not, however, be lost sight of: a Europe
as free of internal barriers to trade as the United States of America
or the former German Empire. Within such a consolidated
commercial domain there would be the huge home market which
is the basis of American prosperity, and without which European
industry languishes. Potentially it would be larger and more
elastic, embracing as it would 270 million people as compared
with the American 150 millions.
Britain, herself, would gain greatly by adherence to such a
system, despite the reactionary beliefs of the present Conservative
leaders that they can restore Imperial Preference within a dis
integrating Commonwealth, which has already rejected the
suggestion. Instead of competing with cheap labour in the East
and the overspill of American production dumped a t “ run-on ”
costs on world markets, British industry would merely have to
overcome the competition of fellow Europeans with a similar
standard of life, which with the traditional skills of British crafts
manship should not be by any means an impossible task, despite
the misgivings of Trade Union and Labour Party leaders.
In so far as Britain retains the imperial tradition of developing
colonies overseas as sources of food and raw materials for the
homeland (greatly as this has been neglected in the past era of
commercial prosperity) she will be in a position to take the lead
in one of the most important functions of the United European
economy — that of supplying the home continent with such
colonial products from what remains of her colonial domain,
especially in Africa. In this connection the original Congo Basin
Treaty of 1882, which laid down the principle of free trade within
the joint possessions of the European powers south of the Sahara
and north of the South African Union, is very significant.
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Originally this Treaty envisaged the joint development of these
lands by Europeans working in unison, with only the actual local
administration in national hands, and even forbade operations of
war in Africa (a provision regrettably broken by this country in
1914). A return to this constructive proposition, excluding such
non-colonial powers as America and Japan from its workings
(they were only admitted under American “ Open Door ” pressure
at a later date), would greatly expand the Customs Union of Europe,
including most necessary sources of food and raw materials required
to balance the over-industrialisation of Western Europe.
This is the only constructive path to the final goal of the political
Union of Europe, which all progressive European opinion now
supports. It will be useless to struggle against the narrow European
nationalisms, until the economic support for such narrow sovereign
ties has been removed by the measures outlined above in the eventual
attainment of a full Customs Union of Europe.
When this has been achieved, whether by far-sighted statesman
ship sweeping away all tariff barriers in one great reform, or, more
likely, by the gradual widening of the breach already broken in
these barriers by the European Coal and Steel Community, then
the road will be open to political Union and that Parliament of
Europe which must be the ultimate goal of all who wish to preserve
European civilisation in the modem world.
Let first things come first. The European states must set aside
their entrenched commercial rivalries, so that their political
aspirations can be attained. First comes the Customs Union :
then the political union.
A.R.

THE NEW INTERNATIONAL LAW

I

N 1947 the general assembly of the United Nations began
planning, on American initiative, to set up an international
criminal court and to get member-states to accept a “ draft code
of offences against the peace and security of mankind.” The
plans were completed in 1951, and it only remains for them to be
carried o u t Before that happens, there is still time to ask what
will they involve ?
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Any state which granted jurisdiction to the proposed court would
forfeit sovereignty proportionately, and as for the sovereignty of
states that were not members, the court might, wherever possible,
ignore it. It has moreover been proposed by legal officials of the
United Nations that the rules of international law should be part
of the law of the land, and that where the law of the land conflicted
with international law the latter should have a citizen’s prior
allegiance. Further, the principal offences which find a place in
the draft code are described as being a form o f aggression, but
the term “ aggression ” itself is left undefined.
The object of the general assembly is no mystery. It has been
to incorporate in the normal procedure following a war the novelty
which it was for the victors after the surrenders of 1945 to prosecute
and punish individuals among the vanquished on the pretext that
they were already “ war criminals.” As the “ war crimes trials ”
in Germany and Japan were accompanied by many grave abuses,
such as selective and collective guilt, arbitrary arrest, conviction
by means of statements obtained under threats or torture, the handi
capping of the defence, and as it can be shown that such abuses
are inherent in proceedings of the kind, we know exactly what to
expect in the event the court were actually established and endowed
with the proposed supra-national powers.
In this respect the plans of the general assembly appear to threaten
four dangers. First, there is the danger of unrestrained savagery
in warfare. A state is to be responsible for anything that another
state likes to call “ aggression." But a state cannot be put in the
dock. The plan is that the state’s responsibility should be borne
by fallen ministers of state and officials and leading citizens o f the
country whose government is held responsible. In practice such
a country can only be a defeated country. Hence to avoid defeat
at whatever cost would become the prime aim of every belligerent.
Poison gas, napalm, atomic bombs would all be transcended.
Secondly, reconciliation between nations that had warred on
one another would be chimerical. For when the victors put the
vanquished before the proposed international criminal court,
there would be the abuses of which I have spoken, and the knowledge
of them would affront inhabitants of the defeated country and fill
them with a sense of injustice which the resumption of ostensibly
peaceable relations could not assuage.
Thirdly, civil liberties would everywhere be jeopardised. For
civil liberties must atrophy and disappear in every country where
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the people are under more than one system of law and are
accountable to a foreign judiciary in addition to their own. It
would be a sad day for Englishmen who threw off the papal
jurisdiction in the sixteenth century when they had imposed on
them another equally alien.
Fourthly, the integrity of judicial process would everywhere
be bound to break up, for once jurisprudence and an innate sense
of fairness are flouted, precedents are first set and then quickly
extended.
What accordingly the plans of the general assembly promise is
a reversal of the whole liberalising tendency of last century.
Both in the conduct of war and in the administration of justice
that century witnessed marked advances. The Red Cross Society
was founded, and the Powers agreed on rules that were intended
to render warfare as humane as possible. From 1847 efforts
were exerted to bring about international arbitration, and they
culminated in 1907 in the setting up at The Hague of a court, for
the purpose. Similarly, the safeguards against wrongful conviction
were being strengthened at the same time as the more savage
punishments were discarded. Plainly the plans of the general
assembly would result, if carried out, in taking mankind precisely
the other way.
Yet there is no sign that those plans have been hatched in the
interests of tyranny and repression. Very likely, indeed, their
American instigators deluded themselves that they were widening
the spirit of the Declaration of Independence. The colossal mistake
of the general assembly, and of its commissions and committees,
is to have fancied that the Charter given in 1945 to the international
military tribunal at Nuremberg recognised “ principles of inter
national law.”
Nowhere in the document is international law mentioned. The
“ law ” which, contrary to previous international usage, was
supplied to the court had been concocted in London in July 1945.
It had the special purpose of ensuring the trial and punishment
of the accused, as specifically required in the Potsdam agreement.
It is true that although the Charter made no pretence of delivering
international law, the tribunal claimed in its judgment to be in
terpreting that law. The tribunal contended that the Pact of
Paris of 1928, whereby, subject to wide reservations, a number of
states renounced war as an instrument of policy, had made the
waging o f war “ a crime in international law.” . But, as Lord
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Maugham shows conclusively in his book, U.N.O. and War Crimes,
that was utterly -false. Till 1946 nobody pretended that states
could commit crime, or that individuals could be held to blame
by other states for acts of states. Till 1946 nobody pretended
that rules of international law could be concocted in a conferenceroom, or that they could be imposed on a country without previous
consent.
The plans of the general assembly are for nothing less than a
radically new international law, and they are sinister.
MONTGOMERY BELGION.

BLACK AND BLUE
A STU D Y IN THE CATHOLIC NOVEL

T

HE SPREAD of an idea does not depend so much on the
original proposition as on the talents of the creative minds
that it inspires. For every man who has read a scientific
examination of the possibility of interplanetary travel, there are
tens of thousands who have been educated to a firm belief through
the medium of ‘ science fiction.’ Current philosophies owe an
unassessable debt to the writers who have popularised them by
transmuting thought into terms of character and action. Marxism
has its G orki: Social-Determinism, its Dreiser : Existentialism,
its Sartre : Fascism, its D’Annunzio. Catholicism, a system more
venerable in years than any of them, also has its spokesmen in
the domain of fiction: Francois Mauriac has recently been
awarded theNobel Prize. In agnostic England, of the many Catholic
novelists now writing, two, Mr. Graham Greene and Mr. Evelyn
Waugh, are best-sellers. There must be a popular market for the
ideas that they express. It remains to consider how far they
succeed in conveying Catholicism as an intelligible and coherent
Weltanschauung.
When Mr. Graham Greene Was still in shorts he read The Vipers
o f Milan by the late Miss Marjory Bowen ; it told of the triumph
of vice over virtue. ‘ From that moment I began to write,’ he
has left on record. ‘ It was as if I had been supplied once and for
all with a subject. Human nature is not black and white, but
black and grey.’ He had made a discovery which, when translated
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into the sphere of the Catholic novel, was to cause a revolution.
Until this momentous date the most prolific Catholic novelist
of the age, Miss Isabel Clarke, had been depicting life in devout
circles as predominantly white. The protagonists of her sixtyodd novels had been drawn from the well-to-do Protestant middleclass. With undetected dispositions towards the grace o f con
version, they had packed their travelling-trunks and bandboxes
and, on the promptings of a mysterious desire, set out in style to
tour the continent. They would reach Rome, strike up acquaintance
with Italian countesses whose souls were as candid and grace-laden
as their own were innocent, and, yielding to those mysterious
promptings which had been the disguised promptings o f Grace
all the time, they would soon all be converted and live happily and
piously ever after. In these edifying tales there had to be some
villains and recalcitrants o f course, but they were never permitted
to flourish for long in their wickedness ; a conveniently bad end
was usually in store for them. These characters were black,
unmistakably black ; but the imaginative life for Catholics in the
first three decades o f the century was triumphantly white and rose.
The malign influences o f The Vipers were to end th a t The
pastel delicacies of Miss Clarke’s special genre, half tract, half
roman sentimental, paled away as the shabby star of Mr. Greene
climbed to the ascendant. The end came one fateful day in 1940
when she and Mr. Somerset Maugham and many other old ladies
were packed aboard a nasty, dirty, overcrowded oil-tanker and
ferried off, without drinking water, from the Italy o f ducal villas
and polite conversion. She lingered out the war in the West
Indies, returned at last to her beloved Rome, occupied her last
moments with a life o f M aria Edgeworth and, in the Convent of
the Blue Nuns, died. The longstanding contract for two books
a year with Messrs. Hutchinson was honourably discharged.
The days of sweetness and light, and the days o f commonsense
and the Chestertonian syllogism too, were over and gone ; the
lenten season o f black and grey had set in. The tinkle o f creamjugs, the jovial clinking o f beer-mugs that used to accompany the
suavities and the dialectics were drowned in the searing clatter of a
new exposition of the Faith th at took as its emblems the gutter
and the ashcan.
In the works o f M r. Greene, wellbred picnics in Italy and breezy
country walks in the Home Counties yield to tumbledown dosshouses, cheap restaurants, W est African cantonments, station
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waiting-rooms ; the dukes and the dons give place to race-gangs,
hack journalists, commercial travellers, barmaids, ex-Ministers
with cigarette ash on their trousers and priests with catarrh. The
characters of this world boil eggs on oil-stoves, laugh port-winey
laughs, sit in the l/9ds, fornicate in lounges behind stained-glass
doors, live in Khyber Avenue, conceal hair-lips. The squalor is
real, observed, experienced. The denizens of this desert that
underlies the smog of industrial civilisation are failures and rejects ;
those with whom we are emotionally most involved are Catholics.
The simple ones cling to the tokens of their religion, to their holy
pictures, their medals and the rituals of Sunday Mass, as the only
spot of colour, the only consolation in this world, and the only
hope in the next. The more evolved characters present the situation
in reverse. In the novelist’s words, they ‘ have caught belief like
a disease.’ Far from dinging to their religion, their religion
clings to them ; they are trapped in it, choked by it like the victims
of a cancer, or like men in the embrace of an octopus that never
relaxes its grip until it squeezes them into damnation or salvation.
Whether ultimately damned or saved, the end is only effected at
the cost of frustration, misery, loneliness, pre-occupation with sin
and the loss of self-respect. The soul, like the quarry o f some
ruthless Headhunter, must be dehydrated and shrunk to the juicelessness of the pistachio. Only then can the supernatural order
break through in all its terrors and splendours ; but before this
can happen, the hero or heroine is dead. At first sight the moral
informing these works might seem to be : ‘ Blessed are the dead
who die in the Lord.’ But, if by dying in the Lord we mean dying
fortified by the rites of Holy Church, there are few major characters
who fit the category. The death of Pinkie cannot possibly be
considered in this connection unless the enormity of his youthful
viciousness gives some hope that the Eternal Judge will be scandalised
into a total remission of sentence. Of the others, the whiskeypriest in The Power and the Glory, long since given over to the
soul-killing sin of despair, suffers death at the hands o f a Mexican
anti-clerical firing-squad, technically a martyr, but despite himself.
Scobie, through excess of an ambiguous quality that may be either
flaccid pity or strong charity, flouts the commandments and com
mits suicide. Sarah Miles prays to a God she does not believe
in, is refused Baptism by the priests and dies excluded from the
Visible Church. Life after death is equivocal. Death is no
guarantee that all will be well. Only one thing it guarantees :
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cessation of an utterly miserable life ; deliverance out of a sinridden suburbia, into what the novelist knows no more than we.
The populariser of a proselytising faith is almost inevitably
forced into the complementary role of missionary, perhaps most
particularly in England where indifference to religion is endemic
and notorious. Judged as propagandist, perhaps Miss Clarke
over-emphasised the consolations of religion at the expense of its
exigencies ; perhaps the catechism and the hours of instruction
awaiting her susceptible reader were too thinly veiled : her char
acters too thoroughly wholesome to stand the test of the bombed
Forties. Mr. Greene however goes to the other extreme ; Miss
Clarke’s moyen facile is not for him. Even S. Augustine, that
unwitting father of gloomy sects, taught that the elect should
rejoice in hope and regard the world merely as a bad hostelry where
they are forced to put up on their way to Heaven. Mr. Greene
out-Augustines Augustine. There is no rejoicing in the reformatory
where Mr. Greene’s children of God are imprisoned. The
Governor has * got mercy, only it’s such an odd sort of mercy,
it sometimes looks more like punishment.’ N ot all the Governor’s
warders and agents are alcoholics by any means ; not all of them
snuffle with catarrh ; but most of them are loveless and imperceptive. Those they guard are as repellent as only a despised
minority can be. This is the novelist’s picture of the Church
Militant. This horrid vision does not emanate from one of the
tract-writers of the Protestant Truth Society, but from a member
of the Catholica itself.
We are all familiar with the doctrine that the soul of the slave
is as precious to God as the soul of the Emperor. We grew up
believing that the hope of the meanest Christian was more certain
than that of the wisest of the Pagans. We had accepted the paradox
that the broken, the ugly, the untalented, the ignoble should take
precedence in the Kingdom of God over the beautiful, the valorous
and the strong. Deposuit potentes de sede et exaltavit humiles.
This transvaluation of values, so shocking to the pagans, is given
a further twist by Mr. G reene; while proclaiming the hope of
the humble and weak, he, himself a Catholic, is at pains to emphasise
that the elect are incomparably more loathsome than the pagans
among whom they live. This is crying stinking fish with a
vengeance. This transvaluation owes nothing to the writers of
the Decadence who claimed to see strange beauties in the iridescence
of decaying lobsters ; but we can discern the elements of a neurotic
love-hate.
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Again, as has been demonstrated by the recent discovery o f
the coelacanth, stinking fish can have scientific importance, even
a scientific charm ; the wares cried by Mr. Greene, stinking and
putrescent though they may be, might claim justification as test
cases in moral theology. Where Miss Clarke’s examination of
moral problems was facile, Mr. Greene states problems of such
subtlety that they fall rather within the scope of the trained casuist
than of the English lay-moralist; for example, how shall we judge,
in so far as anyone is licensed to judge his neighbour, between a
generous, good-hearted paganess and a degenerate Catholic slut
whose religion is little more than a fire-insurance ? Can involuntary
martyrdom requicken a soul atrophied by despair ? Can a man
who out of pity defies the moral law be saved ? Can a woman
who dies a Catholic by desire work miracles ? Even Suarez
would have hesitated to give a solution to such questions. The
very raising of these issues has given scandal to conventional
minds; to many non-Catholics the problems seem as irrelevant
as the premises on which they are based appear chimerical. This
is the weakness and the strength of Mr. Greene’s work : it is
integrally Catholic.
Of the other Catholic writers now in full production none can be
more sure of a respectful review in The Tablet than Mr. Evelyn
Waugh. His hagiographical works lie outside our terms of
reference. His satires on the Aspirin Age, while contributing much
to his present manner and inevitably modifying our attitude to his
later novels, were written while he was still sunk in the Protestant
error. His first book of specifically Catholic content was
Brideshead Revisited (1945), in which the ego, a Protestant, after
long contact with a landed Catholic family becomes a Catholic
himself. In common with the voluminous writings of Miss Clarke,
the theme is conversion — a device as climactic to the novel of
spiritual quest as death and marriage are to tragedy and comedy —
but how different the atmosphere from the staid decorum of
Strangers o f Rome 1 In Brideshead all — well, nearly all — is
flippancy and eccentricity.
‘ So you see we’re a mixed family religiously. Brideshead and
Cordelia are both fervent Catholics ; he’s miserable, she’s birdhappy ; Julia and I are half-heathen ; l am happy, I rather think
Julia isn’t ; mummy is popularly believed to be a saint and papa
is excommunicated.’
The heir to the estate is ‘ a learned bigot, a ceremonious bar30
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barian, a snow-bound lama.’ He is ‘ all twisted inside. He wanted
to be a priest you know.’ The younger son ‘ is not very well
endowed in the Top Storey ’ and dies of drink somewhere in North
Africa. In the house, which might have been by Inigo Jones,
the interior of the chapel has been gutted and redecorated in the
style of the art nouveau as a wedding-present from the Marquess
to Lady Marchmain.
* Angels in printed cotton smocks, rambler-roses, flower-spangled
meadows, frisking lambs, texts in Celtic script, saints in armour,
covered the walls in an intricate pattern of clear, bright colours.
There was a triptych of pale oak, carved so as to give it the peculiar
property of seeming to have been moulded in plasticine. The
sanctuary lamp and all the metal furniture were in bronze, handbeaten to the patina of a pock-marked skin ; the altar steps had
a carpet of grass-green, strewn with white and gold daisies.’
Here for the sake of contrast is a chapel-interior of the Grimeand-Grace school :
‘ It was cold. It was hideous. It was airless. And it was
crammed to bursting point with Welsh and Irish factory hands.
___ During Mass, those members of the congregation who were
not engaged in unrestrained bouts of coughing, sneezing or making
almost unbelievable noises with — or without — the aid of a
pocket-handkerchief, sang, unaccompanied, the more flowery and
unctious of Father Faber’s hym ns___ The cold, the discordant
voices, the stale odour of unwashed persons, didn’t matter one
bit. What did matter was that there, just before one, on that
shabby and hideous little altar, the most stupendous Event in the
world was taking place.’
The Welsh and Irish factory hands are banned from the art
nouveau chapel at Brideshead ; but among the lords and epicene
personalities there moves a hero who nonetheless can say in the
ashcan manner : ‘ As I lay in that dark hour I was aghast to
realise that something within me, long sickening, had quietly
died.’ His love for Sebastian, his love for Julia, for all the Lords
and Ladies, the country-houses and even the last love of all, for
the army, had died. One more melancholy Catholic here is left
alone — with the octopus.
From the heroic age of Bl. Edmund Campion, throughout the
penal times, despite fines, confiscations and exclusion from the
Universities, the Services and government office, the Catholic squires
had lived in retirement on their lands, holding resolutely to the
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Old Religion. With their sons often educated in Catholic colleges
abroad and returning to England frenchified or italianate, their
daughters under vows on the continent or married into other
Catholic families of perilous consanguinity, they had developed
marked characteristics often going beyond the eccentric. Con
ditioned first by persecution and later by lack of any opportunity
to take part in national life, their dominant mental attitude at the
time of the arrival of the Italian Mission in the early XIX Century
had become that of a rigid conservatism, a desire to be left alone
to manage their own affairs and a dislike of anything approaching
enthusiasm or fuss that might bring Tyburn Tree to a second
fruiting. The zeal of Fr. Barbieri’s untried converts failed to kindle
much sympathy in those who had borne the heat of the day in the
vineyard. The new church of the Jesuit Fathers at Farm Street
resounded to the cries of duchesses, the Conversations of Malines
held their futile course, the problem of filling the See of Westminster
raised many unexpected difficulties ; and all these excitements of
the Catholic Revival took place against a background of warfare
between the Old Catholics and the New — a warfare none the less
deadly for being charitable.
Lytton Strachey hinted at the satirical possibilities inherent
in these priestly intrigues, but the exploitation of the Old Catholics
themselves, with their record of suffering and sacrifice seems never
to have appealed to anyone before Mr. Waugh. At least,.primafacie,
Brideshead Revisited is a joke at their expense, carried so far in fact
that one of Isabel Clarke’s cousins who was not in the know mistook
it for an anti-Catholic tract, and imagined that Mr. Waugh had
only found the Faith later. In the circumstances it was a pardonable
error, as a brief glance at only three characters will show. Lady
Marchmain for all her saintliness makes life so intolerable for her
family that no one is really sorry when she dies. Her husband
has such strong anti-clerical prejudices that the only way o f ensuring
him a good death seems to be for Fr. MacKay to give him absolution
in his sleep when he does not know what is happening. Lord
Brideshead cannot make any statement o f the moral law without
reducing it to a rebus quite unintelligible to the Protestant hero.
Such a presentation has all the elements of satire — unpalatable
fact plus derision— and yet, Mr. Waugh having been a Catholic
for more than a decade when the book was published, we must
believe that all is seen with the eye of Iove.,_
At this point a doubt assails us. Is the eye of love really turned
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towards the souls of these raffish characters, or towards their
social position ? towards the garden-room, the butlers, and the
plovers’ eggs ? the hatchments, the quarterings and the half-mile
of recusant portraits in the long gallery ? On the showing of
Brideshead alone, we might perhaps judge gently, but when we find
that in Men at Arms (1952) the hero actually is an Old Catholic
and very conscious of it, we can no longer deny that Mr. Waugh
has unequivocally committed himself to the cause of the ‘ spiritual
Hons.’ However, to hoist the true blue flag of the spiritual
aristocracy is better than to sail under the false colours of a rejected
Protestantism : better this, than the broadsides to port against
queer old Catholic diehards dissolving in a Nancy Mitfordish world
of Oxford, Venice and stately homes, and simultaneous broadsides
to starboard against the heirs of Wesley and Pusey. We are at
least spared such charitable quips as : ‘ Beware of the AngloCatholics — they’re all sodomites with unpleasant accents.’
In M en at Arms Mr. Waugh seems at last to have established
a consistent persona. Touchiness on the sectarian issue is no
longer obtrusive. Once again however we have a hero who is
a vulgarisation of the Greenean type :
‘ For eight years Guy, already set apart from his fellows by his
own deep wound, that unstaunched, internal draining away of
life and love, had been deprived of the loyalties which should have
sustained h im ___ Guy found it easy to confess in Italian. He
spoke the language well but without nuances. There was no risk
of going deeper than the denunciation of his few infractions of
law, of his habitual weaknesses. Into that wasteland where his
soul languished he need not, could not, enter. He had no words
to describe it, merely a void. His was not an ‘ interesting case,’
he thought. No cosmic struggle raged in his sad soul. It was as
though eight years back he had suffered a tiny stroke of paralysis;
all his spiritual faculties were just perceptibly impaired. He was
‘ handicapped ’ . . . . ’
The Crouchbacks of Broome are not as socially smart as the
Flytes of Brideshead. Indeed their only contact with the beau
monde seems to be an in-law who is an M.P. by the name of BoxBender— ‘ not a man of family’. They have only one case of
lunacy in the present generation and are altogether less fantastic
than the Flytes. But they have the edge over them in spiritual
Hon-dom all the same, for in recusant days two Crouchbacks
displayed heroic virtues and it is hinted that they may soon be
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raised to the altars. The Flytes were brought back to the Faith
of their ancestors by the marriage of Lord Marchmain to an Old
Catholic heiress, but Broome had never been without its priest
from earliest penal times till the day when money troubles compelled
Mr. Crouchback senior to let it to a convent of nuns. The Flytes
protested both actively and passively against the practice of their
religious duties, but young Tony Box-Bender goes off to ‘ scrape ’*
with a blithe heart. It is almost too good to be true. For a
moment it is as though we were back in the untortuous self-respecting
world of Miss Clarke. The moment soon passes. There seems
to be something a trifle peculiar about innocent affable old Mr.
Crouchback. He will make a good death somewhere later in the
trilogy ; we look forward to i t ; but meanwhile. . . .
‘ He was quite without class-consciousness ’ . . . . (that seems
improbable, but the reason follows)___ ‘ because he saw the
whole intricate social structure of his country divided neatly into
two unequal and unmistakable parts. On one side stood the
Crouchbacks and certain inconspicuous, anciently allied families ;
on the other side stood the rest of mankind, Box-Bender, the butcher,
the Duke of Omnium (whose onetime wealth derived from monastic
spoils), Lloyd George, Neville Chamberlain — all o f a piece
together. Mr. Crouchback acknowledged no monarch since
James II. It was not an entirely sane conspectus but it engendered
in his gentle breast two rare qualities, tolerance and humility.’
A strong paradox ! But see what other qualities are engendered
in this gentle breast when Tony Box-Bender is cut off with the
B.E.F. at Calais and posted as missing.
Letter L
-----‘ Angela has made up her mind he is a prisoner but I think
you and■I know him and his regiment too well to think o f them
giving themselves up.
He was always a good and happy boy and I could not ask a
better death for anyone I loved. It is the bona mors fo r which
we pray
Letter II.
-----‘ He (Tony) is a prisoner and Angela, naturally I suppose,
is elated simply that he is alive, (sic.) It is God’s will fo r t/u
*(vulg.) The Sacrament of Penance.
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boy but I cannot rejoice. . . .I t is a terrible experience fo r someone
o f Tony’s age to spend years in idleness, cut o ff from his own
people — one fu ll o f temptation.
It was not the fault o f the garrison that they surrendered. They
were ordered to do so from higher up.’
What are we to think of this armchair-affable immolator of boys ?
Are we to take this happier dead attitude seriously, along with his
other virtues ? or pigeonhole Crouchback senior with Mr. Waugh’s
other grotesques ? What temptations does this old saint envisage
for the clean-limbed Catholic lad ? And are those temptations
stronger than Grace ? Since we saw the author’s notice in The
Times asking for information on camp conditions from a fully
qualified ex-P.O.W., it has been difficult to fight back the vision
o f Mr. Waugh through hours of racontage steeling himself to ask
the question : And what were your temptations ? The voice of the
monologists sinks to a whisper ; the novelist in his Crouchback
persona looks blank, then shuddering with horror crams his fingers
in his ears.
This is not to impugn Mr. Waugh’s talents as a novelist. Men
a t Arms, shows all the absurdities and anomalies in the life of a
volunteer officer in the recent war just as we knew them : the
fiendish brigadier, the captain with delusions of grandeur, the
officers’ course in a requisitioned prep school called Kut-al-Imara.
It is not lack of talent but the wilful introduction of a religious
apparatus to which he pegs his own specialized form of snobbery
that makes these books so exasperating and at times distasteful.
There seems little reason for example to drag in some rather gothic
case at moral theology leading up to a farcical attempted seduction
in Claridge’s . . . . unless we are intended to deduce that the proposit
ion itself is gothic and ridiculous. Once that is granted we shall
have to reconsider whether perhaps Mr. Waugh has not been
satirising his Catholic apparatus all the time. That the reader
should be in doubt for a moment either way on anything so
fundamental to the very meaning of the book implies a grave defect
in the novelist’s method. On the one hand it, probably quite
unfairly, brings the author’s sincerity into dispute. On the other
hand, if satire is intended, then the satire fails by ambiguity ; Mr.
Waugh is inside his subject and thoroughly committed to it, he
mocks from a platform of private idiosyncrasy and sometimes
gives the impression that if he holds anything sacred in this world
it is Debrett.
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Perhaps this is breaking the butterfly on the wheel. After all,
Mr. Waugh is a light-weight novelist. It is not so much the spirit
of satire that informs his work as an incorrigible flippancy — the
obverse one might say of Mr. Greene’s pre-occupation with the
* damp souls of housemaids.’
The time has come when we must ask just what aspect of reality
these two novelists understand. Mauriac, however mannered,
deals at least with real sin, just as Lawrence speaks to us with real
authority of passion, Gorki of poverty, de Montherlant of the will
to power, Freud and Kinsey of sex ; each deals with a contemporary
theme. Mr. Greene and Mr. Waugh, ignoring an upheaval and a
challenge unprecedented since man’s transition from the nomadic
to the agricultural way of life, rack their brains over moral con
undrums which are as irrelevant to the age as if some poet of an
infant city-state should devote all his energies to celebrating the
merits of the plain saddle as against the decorated. With the
Industrial Revolution out of control and the task of reconciling
the nations growing more urgent daily, Crouchback’s favourite
fantasy is to imagine himself as serving the last Mass for the last
Pope in a cellar. This is no more than the dream of defeat : not
the inspired philosophy that can offer an alternative world-order
to the militant ideology of Stalinism. Pope S. Leo did not overcome
Attila by sitting at home asking riddles and dreaming of the end
of the world. He rode out to meet him face to face. Frederick
Rolfe (Baron Corvo), for all his paranoia, had seized on a truth
when he lifted George Rose clear of the London slum on to the
Chair of Peter: the truth that battles are not won with com
pensatory yearnings in the slums or suburbia but by the brave and
the strong who challenge the barbarian face to face with the
weapons of moral power.
Were we living in a pax Catholica, Mr. Greene and Mr. Waugh
would each have his place ; but as we are not, the novels we need
are not those of such confined scope as theirs. The private misery
or idiosyncrasy are inappropriate to the times. W hat is needed
is a re-examination in terms of fiction of the morality of the Just
War, the relationship between P.E.P. and Peter’s Pence, between
Calvary and Canossa.
A. J. NEAME.
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WHICH INHERITANCE?
GOETHE OR “ THE VICAR OF THE MINSTER OF BASLE ”

“ ' T ’HE DISINHERITED MIND,”* “ an essay on modem
A German literature and thought by Erich Heller,” is a
remarkable and important book. A great erudition is compressed
into 200 pages and quotations are chosen, often from rare sources,
with sensitivity and charm. The book is a real contribution tothe study of German thought from Goethe to such lesser modem
figures as Kafka and Kraus. Within these limits of space we can
wish that Professor Heller had concentrated on his main theme;
which is an analysis of the ideas of Goethe, Nietzsche, Burckhardt,
Spengler and Rilke with some related consideration of Hegel,
Schopenhauer, Schiller and Holderlin. However, it must be
admitted that Professor Heller points his moral by bringing things
up to date. When the moral is confusion and failure there is at
present no better method than to bring things up to date. Professor
Heller seems to hold Goethe largely responsible for the modem
failure, despite a deep admiration of his genius. For it appears
that the “ disinheritance ” of the German mind is not due, as the
reader might at first suppose, to the contemporary rejection of
German thought by reason of political events which the intel
lectual world disapproved. This disinheritance, we understand,
is rather due to the rejection by Goethe, Nietzsche and the main
German thinkers of the particular spiritual values which Professor
Heller approves. We may be mistaken in this brusque summary
o f a long and subtle argument, and the reader must decide the
question for himself. His effort will be rewarded by a well
written book on a subject which is as profound as it is stimulating
to further thought. For the neo-Hellenism, or as Professor Heller
would call it, pantheism, of the great Germans provides so great
a contrast to certain interpretations of Christian values, that it is
doubtful whether they can ever be capable of synthesis.
Let us first see whether Professor Heller means at all what we
think he means. We will then try to examine whether he correctly
understands Goethe ; or whether, as he and many other com
mentators suggest, it is impossible to understand Goethe because
• Bowes a Bowes, 18/-. The title Is takes from Rilke's lines:
“ Each torpid turn o f the world has such disinherited children
T o whom no longer what’s been, and not y e t what’s coming belong
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his thoughts are obscure and contradictory. Before we come to
any arbitrary conclusion we should, perhaps, bear in mind Goethe’s
own warning against such easy dogmatism :
“ The few, who thereof something really learned,
Unwisely frank, with hearts that spurned concealing,
And to the mob laid bare each thought and feeling,
Have evermore been crucified and burned.”
Professor Heller gives a quotation from Goethe in the same sense :
“ Sagt es niemand, nur den Weisen, weil die Menge gleich
verhohnet.”
Critics should therefore move a little warily before they are too
didactic concerning the confusion and obscurity of Goethe’s mind.
For instance, Professor Heller, in opening his central theme, as
we understand it, under the chapter title “ Goethe and the avoidance
of tragedy” writes “ It was the very kind of experience before
which Goethe himself has always proved helpless : the exposure
to the manifestations of evil and sin.” We shall venture to think
that Goethe’s chief contribution to thought was to explain that
phenomenon more adequately than any other mortal before o r
since.
But let us first continue with the Ieit motiv of Professor Heller.
He writes on Goethe’s tragedies, “ They show a moving and
yet unsatisfactory reluctance of mind and imagination to accept
the rule of the road leading to the very centre of human destiny.
This is not to imply that in that very centre there dwells, inescapably,
tragedy. But once a man is compelled to penetrate to that central
point in all seriousness, then there is only one region left that
stretches for the European beyond tragedy. Beyond Hamlet and
the rest that is silence, there stands only Prospero :
And my ending is despair,
Unless I be reliev’d by prayer
Which pierces so that it assaults
Mercy itself, and frees all faults.”
One more quotation from this chapter seems to put Professor
Heller’s meaning beyond all d o u b t: “ If Goethe is not a European
classic, this is due to the fact that his- society was lacking in a
fundamentally accepted and generally valid spiritual mould in
which alone a classic can be cast.” All this talk of “ the rule o f
the road ” and “ a generally valid spiritual mould ” would doubtless
have evoked from Goethe that great cry “ Ich rufe, Natur, Natur,”
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which was the essence of his being. As Professor Heller justly
observes elsewhere “ unnatural ” in the mouth of Goethe was one
of the strongest invectives. “ Diese verdammte Unnatur ! ” Such
rules of the schoolmen were not for Goethe, whom Nietzsche
described in a superb passage of Gotzen Dammerung : “ He
envisaged man as strong, highly civilised, skilled in all skills of the
body, holding himself in check, having respect for himself as a
creature who may be allowed to taste the whole width and wealth
of naturalness, who is strong enough for this kind of freedom ;
who is tolerant, not from weakness but from strength, because he
knows how to use to his advantage what would destroy an average
character. . . . ”
The “ Ganzheit ” of such a man could not be confined to the
procrustian bed of any dogma which claimed to be divinely inspired
but would be regarded by Goethe as very much man made. The
limitations of clericalism of any kind were not for a man who
believed “ There must have been a time when the religious, aesthetic
and moral perceptions were at one.” We are indebted to Professor
Heller for giving this quotation which was one of Nietzsche’s
posthumous notes from the time of his “ Transvaluation of
Values ” ; as he rightly says it is a “ Goethean thought.” It is
true that Professor Heller in effect claims that Goethe adhered tono established standards ; not even to those of the Greeks whom
he so greatly admired and loved. But it seems clear from the
quotations already given and, also, from his subsequent study
of Nietzsche and Spengler that the gravamen of Professor Heller’s
complaint is that Goethe did not accept a particular set of Christian
values ; which he certainly did not.
So Goethe must traverse the hard road laid down by Burckhardt
for such deviationists. “ You are astonished that I am so sad,
I, one o f the Olympians living in perpetual bliss and immortal joy ;
----- we were not good and hence we had to perish.”
Professor Heller rightly comments “ This is not the language of
a rhapsodist of beauty. It rather sounds like an echo of the
voice of Jacob Burckhardt senior, Vicar of the Minster of Basle.”
Unless our hearing lacks all acuteness, we believe that the same'
echo rings through the Professor’s whole study of the German
giants. In fact we do not believe that these minds are “ dis
inherited ” because they have lost their way and fallen into a morass
o f confusion and contradiction. On the contrary we believe their
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philosophy to be -profoundly antithetical to that of Professor
Heller and of his friends, but nonetheless comprehensible and also
logical. It is not until the antithesis between neo-Hellenism and
“ the Vicar of the Minster of Basle,” between Goethe and the
clerics is understood, that the possibility of some final synthesis
between classic European and Christian values can be explored ;
and that work we believe not only to be interesting but necessary
if the spiritual rift in Europe is to be bridged. The first point to
be grasped is that Goethe is not a lost sheep who has strayed, but
a challenger as intense as Nietzsche, though more diplomatic, and,
in many ways, more profound : in fact, he is the fons et origo of
the movement of challenge within Europe. We shall at once be
told that any such clear cut view is presumptuous: because so many
commentators of the school of Professor Heller have found Goethe’s
thought such a mass of contradictions that his message, if any,
is reduced to the meaningless. But it is precisely the impression
of contradiction upon such minds which stamps the doctrine of
Goethe ; indeed the essence of Goethe is the concept of polarity
which is also reflected in the mind of Nietzsche and of many of the
great German thinkers. The duality which the clerics believe to
be a contradiction is, in fact, the wholeness of the teaching. It
is significant that in his considerable study of Faust, although he
comments on the prologue in heaven, Professor Heller omits a
quotation which in the light of the subsequent development of
European thought might be regarded as some key :
“ Des Menschen Thatigkeit kann allzuleicht erschlaffen
Er liebt sich bald die unbedingte Ruh :
Drum geb’ ich gem ihm den Gesellen zu
Der reizt und wirkt,.und muss, als Teufel, schaffen.”
“ Man’s active nature flagging, seeks too soon the level:
Unqualified repose he learns to crave
Whence, willingly, the comrade him I gave
Who works, excites, and must create, as Devil.”
Why ignore these lines, why not permit Goethe to offer some
explanation of what he means in the part of his great work where
we should expect to find it ? Is it ignored because the clear concept
of evil as an instrument of good is profoundly antithetical to the
particular set of Christian values which Professor Heller seems to
*Bayard’s Taylor’s Translation.
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recommend. So we are permitted only the obscurity, and not the
■clarity of Goethe. Yet the idea of opposite poles being com
plementary to each other and even serving each other, is inherent
in the German mind which is under discussion. In the more
limited case of Nietzsche this is well put by Professor Heller :
“ Nietzsche from the Birth o f Tragedy onwards, is seeking spiritual
.employment in the service of a god who is a synthesis of Dionysus
.and Apollo. In this composite Nietzschean deity, Apollo, it is
true, more and more loses his name to the older god, but by no means
the power of his artistic creativeness, forever articulating the Dio
nysian chaos in distinct shapes, sounds and images which are
Dionysian only because they are still aglow with the heat of the
primeval fire. At the end of his Will to Power, that is, at the end
•of the life of his mind, he once more returned to the antagonism
within the Greek soul between the Dionysian and Apolline, and
•once more celebrated the triumph of a god who wrests the utmost
■of glorifying beauty from the monstrous terror of chaotic passions.
This triumphant god, far from suffering the chill of classicism,
has, as it were, Apollo’s eyes and the heart of Dionysus. In
Nietzsche’s mature years the real opposition is not Dionysus versus
.Apollo, but the Apolline Dionysus versus Christ.”
In this fine passage Professor JHeller goes so far as not only to
recognise the need for synthesis between the Apolline and the
Dionysian within the German soul, but even to suggest the possibility
-of a further conflict, if not a final synthesis, between the already
;achieved Apolline Dionysus and Christ.
But if we ask Professor Heller to interest himself with us in a
possible synthesis of these new antitheses, we might encounter that
prejudice, amounting to a complex, against Hegelian thought,
which he seems to share with most of the latter-day schoolmen in
•our universities. The concept of polarity in the Nietzschean sense
•seems at any rate nearer to his comprehension than the thought
■of Goethe which went further and deeper. For to regard evil as
an instrument o f good is to be beyond even the idea of polarity,
of energy or progress between opposing tensions ; the whole
•concept is more conscious, as was Goethe. It is at this point
that Professor Heller appears entirely baffled when he complains
that “ Goethe has forestalled all dramatic tension in this respect
by making, in the Prologue, the Lord himself a sure winner, as it
were, party to the wager.” Yet, it may be at this very point Goethe
•observed something more o f the drama of the universe than had
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yet been revealed to man. Again, we risk the charge of pre
sumption in finding clarity where many learned and clerical com
mentators have found obscurity. But has not the general trend and
development of modern thought already taken us beyond thisobfuscation ? What else but a theory of evil in some degree;
evoking good is the concept of “ challenge and response ” in
Professor Toynbee’s Study o f History, which is so rightly admired'
by Professor Heller ? The fact that Professor Toynbee is a welli
known Christian encourages the belief that some synthesis between.
Goethe’s thought and some aspects of Christian teaching need
not be excluded. If this basis of Goethe’s thought be in any w ay
accepted, many an enigma is resolved. If, for instance, evil o r
suffering is believed to be an instrument of good, it is difficult to
regard it entirely as tragedy. It is even conceivable that Goethe’s
“ avoidance of tragedy ” or “ embarrassment in the face o f
tragedy ” arose from the feeling that tragedy in the traditional
sense does not exist. To an advanced neo-Hellenism there is no
tragedy except disease and death, and, perhaps, they are only
instruments in the hand of nature (or of God as revealed in nature);
which models perfection from imperfect forms. These conclusions
seem to follow logically from such a premise. In this region
Goethe moves far beyond the Greek sense of tragedy which con
trasted the sunshine of life with the shadow of death in a mood o f
superb resignation achieved through beauty. It moves even
beyond Schiller’s dream of “ Das Zweite Hellas ” :
“ Die Welt ist vollkommen iiberall
Wo der Mensch nicht hinkommt mit seiner Qual.”
Goethe moved beyond all other neo-Hellenists except Nietzsche;
in his great conclusion to the Birth o f Tragedy. . . . “ Wie viel
musste dies Volk leiden, um so schon werden zu konnen. . . . "
and Nietzsche followed Goethe.
The “ Olympian ” faced the fact of suffering and the testing:
enchantment of pleasure, but regarded them both as formative
instruments in the hand of God.
The essence of the doctrine is of course the “ ewig Werdende.’*
In this respect the German neo-Hellenists are all nearer toHeraklitus than to the “ absolute ” of Christian or even of Platonic
teaching. The “ ewig Werdende ” must in turn be related to th e
“ ewig Strebende ” ; it is impossible to become without effortIt is in this region that Professor Heller appears to fall into his
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most extraordinary misunderstanding of Goethe. He quotes the
famous lines :
“ Wer immer strebend sich bemiiht
Den konnen wir erldsen.”
(“ It is the struggling, striving man
Whom we are free to save.”)
and comments that Faust “ having faithfully renounced his
programme of eternal striving ” is “ carried into heaven as a reward
for his determination to strive eternally.” We ask the reader to
study for himself the lines on which this paradox is supposed to
be based. They are given by Bayard Taylor as follows :
“ He only earns his freedom and existence
Who daily conquers them anew ;
- Thus here, by dangers girt, shall glide away
Of childhood, manhood, age, the vigorous day j
And such a throng I fain would see —
Stand on free soil among a people free !
Then dared I hail the Moment fleeing :
‘ Ah, still delay — thou art so fa ir ! ’
The traces cannot, of mine earthly being,
In aeons perish — they are there ! —
In proud fore-feeling of such lofty bliss,
I now enjoy the highest Moment — this ! ”
How can a man renounce striving by saying “ he only earns his
freedom and existence, who daily conquers them anew” ? Theonly shadow of excuse for this statement is the recurrence in thispassage of the lovely m o tif:
“ Zum Augenblicke dttrft ich sagen :
Verweile doch, du bist so schon.”
Is it not again abundantly clear from the context of this passage
that this exquisite thought is the ecstatic, and yet agonised attempt
of the mind to grasp and hold for ever the moment of beauty
through achievement, which must elude it, and can only be found
again through fresh achievement ? Professor Heller refers to a
confusion “ which has indeed defeated four generations of interpretersof Faust.” It appears to us that this penetrating clarity has at least
defeated one commentator. Faust, in the moment of supreme achieve
ment, yet decides to strive for ever; and, for that reason is saved and
redeemed. Professor Heller asks “ What is Faust’s sin ? The
restlessness o f spirit. What is Faust’s salvation ? The restlessness
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o f spirit.” Can he not understand ? — our author adds — “The
■confusion lies in a perpetual criss-crossing of restless strivings
of different qualities.” There is no confusion : it is precisely
that polarity which is the doctrine of Goethe.
Professor Heller does not appear fully to understand the initial
tensions and antitheses : still less is he likely to comprehend
the great syntheses of Goethe. For this reason, perhaps, he scarcely
mentions the vast theme of the “ Helena ” ; he is not much con
cerned with the synthesis of the classic and romantic movements
in the marriage of Helen and Faust and with all the profound
symbolism contained in the birth and fate of Euphorion. |He
seems even more a stranger to the fundamentals of Goethe’s
thought; particularly to his at-oneness with nature. Our author
announces “ Nature is fundamentally innocent ” (is it the “ red
•of tooth and claw” that is innocent or only the Professor ?)
and “ Goethe’s genius is in communion with nature.” He adds
“ It is never with the spirit of a transcendent God or with the
spirit of Man that Goethe’s potentially tragic heroes are reunited
after their dramatic crises. When the crisis is over, they are at
■one again with the spirit of nature. They are not purified in a
tragic sense, not raised above their guilt through atonement, but
enter, as it were, a biologically, not morally, new phase o f life,
healed by oblivion and restored to strength through the sleep of
the just.”
Exactly, after long striving in search of a higher form they are
entitled to the sleep of the just before fresh striving and the attain
ment of yet higher forms. Why not ? These may not be the
values of “ The Vicar of the Minster of Basle ” ; but they are not
far away from the values of Goethe. They may in the opinion of
•certain clerics be wicked, but they are not confused or embarrassed.
They are profoundly different to the beliefs of Professor Heller
and his friends. But that does not justify a charge of confusion :
still less will it justify that charge of “ maladjustment ” with which
the witch doctors of modern psychology pursue any thinkers who
•challenge established mumbo jumbo. Happily the scholarly work
■of Professor Heller never stoops to such a level in his study of
Goethe. He has illumined the subject with a fine erudition, but
we believe him in certain respects to be profoundly mistaken. It
■is unfashionable in modem commentary to let a subject speak for
himself, but we will again take this risk in leaving this profound
theme. At the end of the most revealing of all works on Goethe,
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Eckermann quotes Goethe as saying “ It would have been no
entertainment to God to make this coarse world out of simple^
elements and send it through the ages rolling in the rays of the
sun if he had not conceived the plain to establish in this material
soil a garden for the culture of spirits.”
Was a statement of metaphysical principle ever clearer ? It.
was Euripides who said “ the language of truth is simple.”
At this stage we are not surprised to find that Professor Heller
is no Nietzschean. But it should at once be stated with gratitude
that his study of Nietzsche is altogether free of the vulgar illusions.
It is objective and supplies quotations selected with sympathy
and charm. In his chapter on Nietzsche and Goethe he shows with
effect the profound relationship between their thoughts, but does,
not, of course, show the extent to which the perception of Nietzsche
falls short of that of Goethe. He allows Nietzsche to speak for
himself in a passage from “ Menschliches, Allzumenschliches ”
which he justly describes as one of the loveliest passages over
written on the moral task. Nietzsche wrote “ The works of such
poets — poets, that is, whose vision of man is exemplary — would
be distinguished by the fact that they appear immune from theglow and blast of the passions. The fatal touch of the wrong note,
the pleasure taken in smashing the whole instrument on which themusic of humanity has been played, the scornful laughter and thegnashing of teeth, and all that is tragic and comic in the old con
ventional sense, would be felt in the vicinity of this new art as an
awkward archaic crudeness and a distortion of the image of man.
Strength, goodness, gentleness, purity, and that innate and
spontaneous sense of measure and balance shown in persons and
their actions. . . . a clear sky reflected on faces and events, know
ledge and art at one : the mind, without arrogance and jealousy
dwelling together with the soul, drawing from the opposites of lifethe grace of seriousness, not the impatience of conflict: — all this
would make the background of gold against which to set up thereal portrait of man, the picture of his increasing nobleness.”
He relates again Nietzschean-Goethean thought in such phrases
of Nietzsche as “ Man ought not to know more of a thing than he
can creatively live up to.”
Goethe is again quoted in this chapter in order to show the
relationship between the two thinkers as saying “ All epochs domin
ated by belief in whatever shape have a radiance and bliss of theirown, and bear fruit for their people as well as for posterity.’*
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{Professor Heller on more than one occasion does good service
by pausing on his way to clear the ground of positivism) and
Nietzsche is quoted as calling Goethe “ a convinced realist in the
midst of an unrealistic age.” Nietzsche continues “ Such a mind
having attained to real freedom lives at the very centre of all things
with a joyful and confident acceptance of fate, lives in the faith
that only the particular in its separateness is objectionable, and
that in the wholeness of life everything is affirmed in its holiness —
he no longer denies.” We therefore can forgive Professor Heller
in the course of this fine study for returning to his theme, or lack
•of theme concerning Goethe. “ Thus it is impossible to state his
beliefs in any doctrinal manner, particularly if one wishes to avoid
a discussion of that sublime menace besetting all studies o f Goethe’s
pantheism. For there is no creed to be elicited from Goethe’s
writings.” Really, really, but perhaps the key words are — “ wishes
to avoid ” : let us leave it there.
We are grateful to Professor Heller for his study of Nietzsche
and Rilke. He has even resisted the temptation to jeer at Nietzsche’s
final madness, which is usually the last word of critics who write
from his point of view. It always seems a strange aberration that
Christians should gibe at someone who stumbles and falls beneath
a burden of knowledge, loneliness and sorrow that no-one else
•would even have essayed to carry. Under the strain of that in
spiration more than one of the great Hellenists passed with Nietzsche
and Holderlin from the sunshine to the shadows : but they left
forever a radiance behind them.
When we reach his study of the historians we come up against
the central belief or complex of Professor Heller. Even Burckhardt
appears as a deviationist. True, he agrees with Schopenhauer
The Hegelians who regard the philosophy of history as the aim
■of all philosophy. . . . a r e . . . . realistic simpletons, optimists . . . .
•obstinate philistines and, in addition, bad Christians.” But he
•.suffered from a “ profound spiritual predicament ” because
.apparently he failed to believe in what the author describes as the
"“ reality, existence, possibility and indeed the definite offer of
spiritual health.” He thus became a deviationist although “ like
Schopenhauer, he accepts an order of things identical with that
accepted by the Christian believer.” This order as understood
by Professor Heller makes “ man the fallen creature ” and sin and
•evil become “ constituent and ineradicable features in human
Jhistory.” Professor Heller affirms “ it is the only order of things
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an which the religion of Christ can make sense : and if it is the
true order of things, it is at the same time a profoundly senseless
pattern without the religion of Christ.” So, it seems plain that
•Goethe cannot make sense ; all who base their philosophy on the
.■study of God’s purpose as revealed in nature must be very far from
:sense ; all prophets of becoming from Heraklitus to Hegel are
for the outer darkness ; Nietzsche is there already ; and if in some
purgatory they do not quickly correct their deviations from the
narrow path Schopenhauer and Burckhardt are in very considerable
•danger.
After reading so far we naturally fear deeply for the fate of
Spengler. At first we are reassured ; the case for Spengler seems
•even to be exaggerated. “ For the history of the West since 1917
looks like the work of children clumsily filling in with lurid colours
.a design drawn in outlines by Oswald Spengler.” True, “ he has
been utterly dead for the last fifteen years.. . . ” “ Yet his illtempered prophecies have completely come true.” That is, of
•course, the best reason for his memory being dead in contemporary
England ; there is nothing the complacent dislike so much as
being asked to learn from history. It is long since we read “ Der
Streit um Spengler ” which is mentioned by Professor Heller;
but we believe that in this book, or in some related publication,
the names of some four hundred well qualified commentators of
•central Europe were mentioned who, on one side or the other, had
been engaged in the controversy which surrounded Spengler’s
thesis. We recall, also, that the chief contribution to this discussion
from academic circles in England at that time was a passing reference
to the “ preposterous Spengler ” delivered in one of our leading
intellectual weeklies by a delightful gentleman who is justly esteemed
Tor his felicitous comments on the lighter aspects of French
literature. But Professor Heller has read Spengler and studied
him profoundly. He gives a really brilliant survey of his theory ;
we are full of hope that this time he will be objective to the end.
But we are disappointed • a new commination is at hand ; out
comes his resounding bell, his well-thumbed book and his flickering
•candle. In the course of a truly extraordinary passage he delivers
himself of the following sentences : “ Spengler must be rejected
on different grounds : not because his history is incorrect, but
because it is untrue.” (What is correct merely corresponds with
facts ; what is true must correspond with Professor Heller’s
Beliefs) . . . . “ Spengler’s history is untrue because the mind which
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conceived it is, despite its learning and seeming subtlety, a crude
and wicked mind — there is no terror and no pity in his acceptance
of destiny, but merely a conscious decision for the false values —
and this is the classical definition of sin and wickedness. . . .
Whether a prophet is true or false does not depend on the correctnessof his prediction. It depends upon the purity and sincerity of his.
concern for things threatened by human sin and divine anger.”'
So, in the end the only thing that matters in the writing of history
is not the correct observation of facts but a constant and solicitous
regard for the particular religious prejudices of Professor Heller.
After a fine display of learning and thought we are abruptly invited
to choose between Goethe and the “ Vicar of the Minster of Basle.”
We choose Goethe ; and are “ wicked ” enough to find ourselvesin the better company within the heritage of the “ disinherited.”
Yet, all this is a great pity. We feel ourselves confronted with an
obsession of fine minds which precludes all reasonable discussion
and consequently all real help in the discovery of truth.
All this finger wagging and mediaeval moral prating appears
simply a manifestation of the new schoolmen who seem doomed to
reduce yet another culture to sterility. Spengler would of course
welcome such a phenomenon at this stage of affairs as proving his
theory ; he now expects the latterday schoolmen to petrify yet
another civilisation of thought. When Professor Heller calls
Spengler “ wicked,” that worthy would smilingly dismiss, or
serenely accept his outburst, as an example of the “ second
religiousness ” which occurs in the Spenglerian chronology,
“ When money is celebrating its last victories and the Caesarism
that is to succeed approaches with quiet firm tread.”
So, do what he will to escape, Professor Heller becomes
“ Spenglerian allzu Spenglerian.” How much more interesting
if Professor Heller’s fine mind accepted, as it does, that the
Spenglerian premise has come true to date, and then went, on
to consider whether the Spenglerian conclusion might be amended
on this occasion because modem science has introduced a new
factor to the rhythm of civilisations, which Spengler was far from
foreseeing. Then, we might lift this debate from a medieval
exorcism of those of whom we disapprove to the heights of this,
decisive age which may determine the fate of man ; we might
emerge from the childish to the adult In the case of Goethe too
we can conceive a more'interesting discussion than patronising him
as an “ innocent ” or denouncing him for a “ confusion " which
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exists chiefly in the eye of the critics. A serious discussion between
Goethe who saw God revealed by his handiwork in nature and those
who feel God revealed by some personal revelation in a private
communication, would be interesting. But before the debate
begins, the Professor must put away his old bell, book and candle.
We must have a serious debate between the merits of observation
and communication. It is even conceivable that both observation
and communication are in some degree faulty and in some degree
correct. Some observers of nature have undoubtedly been
mistaken ; the Churches, for instance, dealt severely with Galileo
for refusing to believe that the earth was flat. On the other hand
it must be admitted that the inspired recipients of personal messages
from on high certainly obtain diverse impressions. The Dervish,
for instance, believes that his personal communication from
celestial spheres instructs him to slash himself with knives in the
course o f a whirling dance whose giddiness enhances his sense
of spiritual exaltation ; on the other hand an Anglican Bishop’s
private and personal message usually conveys a more sedate
afflatus. May we not without wickedness discuss whether God
reveals himself by his work in nature or by the diverse conceptions
o f him held by man ? May we not even in these mystic spheres
be scientific enough in spirit to believe that not all truth is inevitably
contained in one vessel. When great minds and great spirits find
themselves in antithesis, may we not seek truth in synthesis at a
possibly higher level without being exorcised by the new academic
dogmatism ; even if Hegel is the last taboo of the university witch
doctors. Professor Heller has, at any rate, assisted in sweeping up
the final dusty sterility o f positivism. For that striving we may hope
that someone, somewhere “ kann ihn erlosen.” We are grateful to
him too for some stimulus to thought, for many agreeable moments
and for a wealth o f moving quotation. We will borrow again
from the genius o f Goethe, which Professor Heller so gracefully
acknowledges, when we raise our eyes in conclusion to “ Dis
inherited ” Olympus and say :
Der du, ohne fromm zu sein, selig bist 1
Das wollen sie dir nicht zugestehen.
EUROPEAN.
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THE THEATRE IN PARIS
STILL remember my surprise last October, when, I saw in the
Sunday Times that its distinguished theatre critic wrote that Paris
was enjoying an exciting theatre season. Perhaps Mr. Harold
Hobson had not been here for several months, or possibly our
theatre was benefiting from the indulgence with which he appears
to view all things French, but the fact remains that seldom has
a season been so dull.
The only three plays worth mentioning for their literary
quality, “ La Tete des Autres ” by Marcel Aymd, “ Dialogue des
Carmelites ” by Bernanos and “ Sur la Terre comme au Ciel ” by
Hochwalder, had been created during the Spring of 1952 ; all
these were such a success that they are still running.
“ La Tete des Autres ” is a violent satire on the judges, which in
the last act is expanded into a not less violent satire on the political
regime of to-day in France. The play is not distinguished either
for the verisimilitude of the plot (where a man condemned to
death escapes from the black maria on the way back to prison
after his trial, and takes refuge in the house of the counsel for the
prosecution who has just obtained his sentence) nor for its
consistency, since the author seems unable to decide whether it
shall be a satirical commentary or a farce. But Marcel Aym6
is a strange kind of anarchist, with a certain sympathy for
authoritarianism, whose hatred of bourgeois values is so natural
to him that it gives even his most violent attacks a note o f sincere
indignation to which no spectator can be insensible.
It goes without saying that his political and literary adversaries
insist that his point of view is prejudiced, and that the judges have
lodged their protest But whatever the rights and wrongs o f the
case, Marcel Ayme has written a play which, although not very
well constructed, is so ferociously comic, so admirably satirical
and so well acted that its success is second to none in Paris now.
It is being given in the heart of Montmartre, at the charming
little Thdatre de PAtelier, beloved of all those who care for the
theatre ; for it was here that for 15 years Charles Dullin, in spite
of the greatest material difiSculties, struggled heroically to show
plays of such artistic quality that they made him one o f the pioneers
of the revival in French dramatic art. His successor, Monsieur
Barsacq, although less audacious is not unworthy of him, and has
had better luck, for he has put on a series of successes.
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“ Dialogue des Carmelites ” was born in circumstances wherein
a Catholic critic has detected the hand of Providence. As it is
not within our competence to decide the question, we shall content
•ourselves with an account of the facts. In 1947 Father Bruckberger
had the idea of making a film scenario from “ La demi&re &
Techafaud,” a story inspired by the history of a Carmelite convent
during the French Revolution by the great German novelist Gertrud
von Lefort. He asked Bernanos to write the dialogue. It was ten
years since Bernanos had abandoned creative writing to devote
himself to ideological struggle. Although he became thereby
almost a legendary figure (for a Bernanos myth was developing)
yet it was much to be regretted, since even a writer of genius cannot
hope to change the course of events, and meantime he deprived
us of several masterpieces. So it was the greatest good fortune
that the theme tempted him sufficiently and that he agreed to do
it. The film was never made. But the dialogue, very slightly
modified, has made an astounding play. Bemanos took from
G ertrud von Lefort the central character of Blanche de la Force;
which she had imagined and who never really existed. This girl,
member of a noble family, had been bom prematurely as the result
o f a fright sustained by her mother, and she appeared to be marked
from birth with the sign of Fear. She is so nervous, so sensitive,
so impressionable that she lives in an almost continual state of
anguish. Belonging to a world whose privileges are considered
to be the counterpart of its courage, she suffers doubly from this
disposition of her nature and from the pity she inspires in those
around her. She finally enters a convent where she believes she
will find peace. Some months later the Mother Superior falls
gravely i l l ; and now to this woman whose intelligence and strength
of spirit have won her high prestige among the nuns, God gives
an end marked by an agonising fear of death. She dies holding
Blanche’s hand.
Soon afterwards the Revolution breaks out, and the Carmelites
are persecuted. They decide to offer themselves as martyrs, should
the occasion arise, in order to put an end to the massacres. Blanche
gives her oath with the others, but later, mad with fear, she runs
away. The Carmelites are arrested and condemned. They mount
the scaffold to the sound of the drum, singing chants as they go,
and at the moment when the last one appears a young girl thrusts
the guards aside and follows her. It is Blanche, to whom in
exchange for the terrible last moments of the Superior and in virtue
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of the Catholic mystery o f the Communion o f Saints, God has
given the courage to die with the others.
When the play was acted in Munich, nuns who were in the
audience arose and spontaneously joined their voices to those
of the Carmelites mounting the guillotine.
To those who know his work, it is evident that Bemanos has
recreated with such intensity the dramatic story o f Blanche de la
Force (which he identified in his own mind with that o f Christ
in the Garden of Olives) because all his life he has meditated on
the theme of Fear. It is Fear which governs all the characters
in the world of his imagination, in this respect so close to that of
Dostoevski; Fear of which he wrote in “ La Joie ” : “ Ne vous
y trompez pas, elle est au chevet de chaque agonie, elle intercede
pour 1’homme.”
This play, written in a pure and fiery style, is beautiful first of
all for the profundity of its psychology ; in addition to Blanche
the characters of the Superior, of Sister Constance the young nun
full of vitality and love of life whose soul is transparent as crystal,
of the new Superior, Mme. Lidoine, fighting with all her common
sense against the temptations of exaltation wherein she sees a pitfall
of spiritual pride, are unforgettable in their vigour and originality.
But what makes the “ Dialogue des Carmelites ” exceptional is
that it gives reality to the abstract and it shows how profoundly
a spiritual tragedy can be felt by placing us at its very heart. It
was while seeing this play that an unbeliever, he who signs these
lines, was able for the first time to grasp the meaning o f the word
“ grace.” One can say without fear of exaggeration that the play
is so noble, so moving by reason of the analogies it compels us to
draw with our own epoch, that it is a masterpiece which will endure
as long as this word has any meaning.
It is not unfair to say that turning from Bernanos to Fritz
Hochwalder we pass from genius to talent. Herr Hochwalder is
an Austrian playwright whose work is very well known in his own
country, but “ Sur la Terre comme au Ciel ” is the first o f his plays
to be translated into French. He had the happy idea o f taking
as the subject of his drama the communal state which the Jesuits
created in Paraguay in the 18th Century. Built on foundations
of justice and authority, this country soon attracted Indians from
all over South America who were being mercilessly exploited by
the Spanish colonists. The Spaniards obtain from Madrid an
order condemning their dangerous rivals the Jesuits. The am52
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bassador, whose sumptuous scarlet uniform blazes like a fanfare
of trumpets among the black robes of the Jesuits, conducts a sort
of trial which soon convinces him of their innocence. But at the
very moment when they think their cause has triumphed, he informs
them that he has to order them to abandon their kingdom. From
this moment the play is no more than a dramatic struggle within
the conscience of the Father Superior. He first gives way to those
who counsel resistance, but an emissary of the Order arrives who
commands him to submit. “ Too many Indians” he says “ are
only converted because of the peace and prosperity you have here.
Material happiness is not the path by which the Church should
lead men to God.” However, a battle is raging between the
soldiers of the King of Spain and the Indian subjects of the Jesuits.
The Superior, overcoming the impulse to revolt, finally gives in,
and running to order the “ cease fire” falls, struck by a bullet
While he is dying the Jesuits responsible for the battles are con
demned to death by the ambassador.
The part of the Father Superior is taken by Victor Francen.
This actor, who belongs to the Comedie Fran?aise, made a whole
generation of shop girls shed buckets of tears before the war in
his usual role of noble, suffering cuckold, particularly when he wore
naval officer’s uniform. Therefore one feared the worst, but in
fact he acts soberly and naturally.
On this somewhat austere theme Hochwalder has written a
strong, lively and cleverly constructed play, in which the dramatic
situations are intelligently exploited, while the association of ideas
between the Jesuit ideal and that of Communism is mingled with
profound theological problems. As with Bemanos’ play, after
three hundred performances its success is as great as ever, and
when I left the Athenee where it is being given (formerly Louis
Jouvet’s theatre) I was amused at the thought that, in a city considered
by virtuous foreigners to be the modern Babylon, a vast audience
is to be found interested in works inspired by such deeply religious
subjects as those I have described.
JACQUES BROUSSE.
Paris, March 1953.
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INSOMNIA
HE DOCTOR had failed him again. The new tablets were
as useless as the brands that had preceded them. For the
sixth night he had slept badly, tormented by vague doubts.
Vico coughed, moved his position in the bed, and pushed his
feet into the cool recess which had not yet been warmed. But to
no effect And through the slats of the blinds a faint colouring,
or, discolouring, made him aware with irritation that dawn was
breaking. Soon the trams would be beginning their day-long
rumble round the city. He would have to confront the day tired
out
The adjoining room had been the dressing-room of a Signore
when this house had been a palazzo. Vico heard his wife’s tranquil
breathing, and in a moment of disloyalty he compared it to the
noise of some slumbering animal. At once he reproached himself
with cruelty : and then, with greater vigour, reproached himself
for being rotted by this introspective and precise analysis, as though
he were still examining himself for confession ; and for several
minutes he forced himself to liken Anna to a warthog or a bear.
Then he sat up, pulling his pyjama-rope tighter round his spare
stomach. ‘ God 1 Shall I never get those priests out of my
system 1 ’
Action might help him to throw off this insomniac malaise and
recapture sleep for a few hours. Quietly he closed the door to his
wife’s room, and switched on the light. It was still only half past
four, the hour he used to get up at as a boy, though no longer since
his way of life had changed. He washed his hands, performed
perfunctorily a few of the gymnastics he had used in prison, and
then, dissatisfied with physical acts, turned to the shelf o f classics
by his bedside, hoping to find in the French stylists, the only writers
he still read with pleasure, some relaxing verity that might calm the
agitation of his mind and persuade his body to repose. At random
he picked out a book, and pushing open the wooden frames o f the
blinds, leaned out over the sill, the book open at a page of
aphorisms, but his eyes gazing over the white and grey panorama
o f the city, into whose milky debility rose and brown and blue
were beginning to infuse the strength of day. And it pleased him,
leaning there, to reflect that he, the prophet of the Revolution,
and the confidant of the Party leaders in their assault on all that
was represented in this skyline by the big villas and the campaniles.
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was yet in a certain sense at one with the severest achievements of
bourgeois art. ‘ Style is the only preservative ’ : and in this
reflection Vico Marocca found a sudden flush of gladness: and
returning to his bed he fell into a partial sleep.
But if his insomnia was the result of conflicts, this solution was
not a final one.
. Anna, huge in the peasant-kimono she wore in the mornings,
noticed that her husband was still not himself as she served his
coffee.
*Take plenty of sugar, Vico.’
‘ I should remind you that I invariably take the same, day in,
day out.’
Nevertheless he helped himself to more than usual.
‘ But you slept badly ? ’
‘ You mean that I woke you ? If you have criticisms, do be
direct — don’t just imply them. That is the basis of our under
standing.’ It was also the reason why their relationship was more
one of business than romance.
She laughed good humouredly.
‘ No, I slept like a turnip.’ He found her peasant clich£
suddenly disgusting : the tides of milk and coffee, swilling in the
large white cup, added to his desire to vomit. *But I can see you
need a remedy. E ither. . . ’ with a repulsive frankness she debated
the merits of a list of doses.
Poor Anna, you understand no trouble that comes above the
neck.
In appearance she was the easygoing peasant: a big-boned
mother of labourers. It was typical of life’s contradictions that
she was the daughter of a capitalist, who had spent her youth in
hotels and boarding schools, while it was he whose childhood and
adolescence had been among ordure and toil.
At a little past mid-day, while policemen in uniforms leant
wherever the walls were in shadow, a young student was sucking
an orange in a portico outside the Chamber of Deputies. He had
rolling hair that receded from a smallish forehead ; and a tinge of
colour round his lips and chin showed that his beard, if he allowed
it to grow for longer than its present three days, would be redder
than his hair. His clothes were shabbily smart, for he lived far
from the city, and had put them on as a compliment to its grandeur :
but his shoes were dusty ; he had walked a lot since morning.
Suddenly a figure appeared in the doorway : one of the women
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deputies, stolid in a print frock and sandals. The young man sucked
the last shreds of his orange, then threw it into the shadows. After
the woman came the head of the opposition, in a light grey suit.
As he exchanged the cool darkness of the interior for the scorching
street the revolutionary leader placed a heavy pair o f sun-glasses
over his eyes. At that precise moment the student slid his hand
into his pleated jacket pocket, as though for a cigarette case, and
with as precise a jolt the day was severed. One moment there was
the noise of traffic and women talking to each other in a nearby
cafe, and the next instant the smell of a gun and a student with a
foolish smile on his lips waiting to be arrested, while on the dusty
ground the great exile, the atheist, the cold planner, lay gasping
*My God, help me ! My God, help me 1 ’ From nearby, in their
arterial function, the trams could still be heard rattling past
archaic monuments.
In an hour the trams had stopped.
Vico, peeling a peach for his lunch, heard a boy selling newspapers
in the street below, and leaned over the balcony.
*What’s happened ? ’
4Criminal attempt on the head of the Party ! The agents of
Civil War strike at the Party of Peace ! ’ The shrieked slogans
stirred Vico, filling him with a sudden excitement that was pleasur
able. 4W ait! ’ he shouted down to the newsvendor, 4 I’ll be
down.’
But by the time he was in the street the man had gone. But he
learned from a woman what had happened. She described the
attempted assassination in the language of the Press, then quizzed
him searchingly.
‘ Aren’t you Comrade Marocca ? ’
41 am. Your newspaper.’
4Willingly.’ She handed it to him, watched his excited expression
as he read it. 4Will it mean a strike ? ’
' I’m afraid I cannot tell you, comrade.’ This voice implied he
could if he would. 4The Party will decide for the best.’
4But there are no trams running.’ They had now been joined
by others ; it was the sort of time when people naturally clustered
together.
‘ Shops are closing,* said someone, 41 saw a lorry of workers
with a red flag,’ said another.
Upstairs again, Vico gorged his peach with sudden rage. There
were tears in his eyes. Why had he not been consulted ? If was
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true he was not on the executive. He was an intellectual, an
idealist, an orator. He lent the Party lustre ; it would give any
movement an air of respectability to have among its public sup
porters a writer of essays, a formalist, the author of a much
reprinted essay on ‘ Tacitus and the French Seventeenth Century.’
But when it came to the point, had he any influence at all ?
The strike spread through the city. Every shop lowered its metal
screen. No cars dared to appear, and crowds of idle workers
.swarmed haphazardly round the squares and avenues, while waiters
carried tables and chairs into the interiors of cates. Only the
opposition papers were still on sale, and new editions of these
Appeared hourly, and were hawked along the pavements by
volunteers. In public positions, on balconies, Party members
read bulletins on the Chief’s precarious situation to assembled
throngs. The ominous voice of megaphones made the atmosphere
alert. In side streets, lorry loads of police were parked in readiness.
On his bed, Vico lay extended for the siesta. He thought about
his youth, the years of exile, the prohibition of his books under the
-dictatorship, the sordid sadness of living almost unknown in an
alien world, sustained only by the Idea : and how little he had been
.sustained by that 1 Was it not truer to say that he had sustained
the Idea, pouring the new vigour of his words into its flatulent
skin, puffing it up to its present popularity ? Moscow, Kuibeshev,
-dirty houses in a sunless land : they had been squalid years. One
day he would write his Tristia, retrospectively : one day it might
become necessary to break with the Party.
At four his mother called. He was glad that Anna was out,
since she and the old peasant woman disagreed on every topic.
Anna was the convert daughter of a Milan lawyer : gross, like a
peasant to look at, she was in reality a woman of ideas more than
•of emotions, and undoubtedly believed in communism more than
in herself or in her husband. Whereas his mother, from the south,
had never discarded the principles into which she had been bom.
She had voted for the monarchy in the plebiscite, wore a jade cross
round her neck, confessed regularly, and went to Mass several
times a week.
She stood by his bed.
‘ So you’re at it again, you and your friends ? Not even the
lift is working.’
‘ Sit down, mother ; let’s avoid politics.’
She obeyed her son’s first request, and removed the city shoes
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which were too tight. But she stayed for more than an homy
grumbling about the inconvenience of the strike, and repeating:
until his head was spinning that she thanked God and the Saintsthat she had voted in the elections for the Christian Party. Sho
wily regretted that the good king was still in exile. Her chatter
so irritated Vico that when she went he could not get to sleepagain.
That evening Anna took pleasure in the fact that their dinner
was one of austerity. She made up for the paucity o f food by a
detailed recitation of the doings of the strikers, the factories that• had come out without prompting, the plans for the morrow, thetelegrams that had arrived from abroad, the meetings that wereto be held. Vico listened in a sour silence, picking at the spaghetti
which Anna had half-heated over an oil stove.
At seven the telephone rang : local calls were still coming:
through, since the service was automatic.

‘ Vico?’
*Yes.’

‘ Sognoni here.’
‘ Indeed, I’m surprised you bothered to phone me. I can read
about it in the papers.’
‘ No time for joking, comrade. Can you speak to-night ? '
The question was like a cognac running through his veins. But.
he said ‘ no ’ without hesitation.
A hand was placed over the speaker at the other end, and V ico
knew that Sognoni was discussing his refusal.
He waited a few seconds.
‘ Sognoni.. . ’
The hand was removed. ‘ Yes — ’
“ I refused because I have been unwell to-day. My delivery7
will be affected.. . ’
‘ Nonsense, one always speaks best on such occasions.’
‘ You will be speaking too ? ’
‘ Yes.’
There were to be four vast meetings, and he and Vico would.
address the biggest.
A quarter of the city’s ‘ revolutionaries,’ if by that term onecould designate the thousands whom conviction, the desire f o r
amusement, irritation or genuine misery mustled under the red
flag, poured into the piazza. Chanting songs, waving flags and.
carrying placards daubed with slogans, they marched through th»
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four streets that led to the square, and joined the horde that was
saturating the arena. And in the side streets, alert and disciplined,
the armed police watched from their cars and lorries. Elsewhere
in twos and threes they patrolled traffic crossings, waving on the
strikers. So far things were good-humoured. The crowds shouted.
‘ Down with the Police ! ’ but it was a routine shout, without much,
venom.
The piazza was of but fragmentary beauty. One side wasoccupied by the muddled remains of a Roman bathing establish
ment, enormous even in ruin. The other side of the square wasa pretentious 19th Century arcade, grandiose with columns and.
arches. The sole thing of beauty in the whole space was the large
fountain. In the blond light of early evening a Triton wrestled
with a muscular dolphin whose muzzle spouted a thirty-foot
column of water, which dropped in a wide periphery of spray over
the stone breasts and thighs of surrounding sea-nymphs. Because
of this continuous rain the fountain kept back the chanting crowds,
and was like a small island pressed round by a dark sea. But asthe press grew bigger and bigger, and inches became more precious
the violent spouting suddenly withered, the jets spluttered, and
in a few moments the fountain began to steam, and onto its rocks
and ledges, and even onto the nymphs and the Triton, the crowd
thronged. Someone tied a red flag to the Triton’s upstaring head.
Vico and Sognoni left their car in a garage and walked the last
two hundred yards. As they approached the piazza they were
recognised. Vico heard the cheers with a contentment of the
sou] that began to ease away his bad nights, his doubts, like lumps
of wax before a fire. He returned their salutes and smiled : so
that the two gestures, the clenched fist and the smiling lip's, did.
not cancel each other out, but were fused to a nobler unity, of a
man in whom determination and humanity marched together.
Without doubt he was popular. And in his mind, for an instant,
despite himself, he thought of the bookshops : how many of thesepeople would not ask for his works ?
Sognoni spoke first. He was an orator of the old style, verypassionate, but obvious, violent, ranting, and in a way successful,
as the manner in which the crowd re-echoed his short, angry
slogans proved. But it was the sort of speech which would bury
itself in a plateful of spaghetti and a glass of wine, and be forgotten r
this crowd had become conditioned to the vocabulary of outrage.
Vico sat quietly on the platform, while his colleague spoke. The
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piazza below him was full to overflowing. Purple clouds of night
■drifted in the distance, propelled by the same slight wind that tickled
the red banners that had been run up on the flagpoles round the
.arcade. Half shutting his eyes, the rounded piazza looked to
Vico like a barrel into which someone had tipped a bumper crop
•of apples.
Sognoni finished his speech, and two minutes of applause swam
up to the platform, and Sognoni sat down smiling, his perspiring
face like that of some rough god receiving incense.
Vico gave them time to wear out their lungs, then stood up,
.grasping the narrow wooden rail. The lamps were coming out
along the streets, and the light in the arena was a pale violet. His
white and ascetic face was lit up by the flares of photographers.
‘ Citizens, comrades ! ’ he began, in the conventional manner.
But his voice was not the conventional voice. It was not the
voice of the hectic blustering Sognoni, working up to rumbles of
approval and shrieks of hatred. Nor was it the voice of the Chief,
whose huge cardboard portrait swayed slightly in the breeze among
its ten thousand upholders. It was, for one thing, much quieter,
much more restrained. And as Vico began to speak, as the morticed
words flowed out, and he felt a vibrating sympathy extend itself
between his hands and the myriad heads of the multitude, looking
a t him in the dying daylight, as Vico gazed into their staring eyes
and their half-parted mouths, he became conscious of his own
voice as an exquisite instrument, a machine of precision with which
he worked upon these people. Behind him was his own life, year
after year in which nothing had ever been right, the general dis
satisfaction of the artist linked with the specific pain of bad nights
and a sexual discontent: all this was there like a reserve of strength
on which to draw. And yet it did not obtrude itself, and gave no
warning of its presence. To one listening he sounded simple,
■clear and almost unimpassioned, as though, neutral himself, he
was merely giving the truth to these people who were * the
■embodiment of history.’ He spoke to them of the ‘ law ’ which
the government claimed to uphold : fencing against it like a
skilled matador against a b u ll: and a bull that could only lower
its head. He spoke of the police force which was the bludgeon
of this oppressive government, of this government which armed
.assassins against the leader of the working-class : the police were
men who had put themselves outside their class and their epoch ;
Judases, those who for the temporary gain o f cash and prestige
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were prepared to sell the vision of a world of brotherhood. Caseafter case he enumerated where dictators had used the same words
of law as this present government. ‘ But what is the true Law ? ’
he asked in a whisper. ‘ The true law is our law, the furtherance
of our cause, which is the cause of history. And whoever aids that
victory, is rig h t: whoever impedes it, is wrong.’ Then he paused,
and invited the crowd to look around it, into the narrow streets
surrounding the piazza. Quietly he spoke : ‘ citizens, you see
them there, in their uniforms and with their weapons : those who
protect an infamous regime that obstructs the will of the people,
the will of the workers and the revolutionary intellectuals. What
are they ? They are so arrogant before you, in their cars and
with their truncheons. But they are nothing. When history is
written they will be forgotten, while you. . . ’ and conscious even
while he did so that he was using abstractions of which his favourite
writers would never have approved, he eulogised his audience
while reviling the police : and in so doing he felt suddenly young
again, and freed from the shapes and phantoms that lingered in
his past and prevented sleep.
Sognoni’s mistress had a flat which overlooked one of the main
streets. They drank coffee there afterwards, and watched the
crowd filing away from the piazza in ranks of six. They were
going to shout slogans outside the principal governmental buildings.
* You’re not coming, Vico ? ’
He shook his head. ‘ I’m dead beat. After this coffee I must
get to bed. For once it will act as an opiate.’
‘ You were marvellous,” said Sognoni with sincerity, and his
mistress and the others present echoed what he said.
*When the Party wants to precipitate a revolt, we’ll get you tospeak on the radio.’
‘ He sounds such a gentleman — that’s what’s so good about
him 1 ’
Sognoni’s mistress smiled at Vico.
‘ Come, we’d better be going,’ said Sognoni. ‘ Can we dropyou anywhere, •Vico ? ’
‘ At my home.’
All that night the streets were rowdy, but Vico slept dreamlessly.
He saw none of the cordons stretched before screaming multitudes.
N or the policemen and citizens confronting each other with hatred :
the bullets and the bricks, the schism that divided the city : the
conflict between two sides, each believing itself right.
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Anna slumped home late, sickened with indignation against
a regime which denied the people’s right to express its feelings.
She slept badly, envying her husband. She wished that he would
■wake up so they could discuss the tactics of the future.
At nine the next morning their telephone rang.
‘ Signor Marocca ? ’
‘ No, this is Signora Marocca.’
* Can I spe^k with your husband ? ’
* No, he is out. Can I give him a message ? ’
The voice, a woman’s, paused ; and Anna smiled to herself,
Thinking how jealous most wives would be of hesitant women
telephoning their husbands.
*Yes, you can give him a message. . . ’ but the voice still
hesitated.
‘ Who is it ? ’ Anna asked practically.
‘ Tell him that the mother of Carlo Montagni telephoned.’
‘ Yes ? Will he know who that is 7 Carlo Montagni ? ’
‘ Carlo Montagni was my son. He was in the police. He was
Tolled outside the Ministry of the Interior this morning. He was
twenty-two. Tell your husband that.’ The voice choked, and the
Tine went silent
Anna tiptoed into her bedroom.
‘ Anna V
‘ So you’re awake at last 7 *
‘ H alf awake. W ho was it ? '
‘ N o o n e . . . no on e in particular. Just on e o f th e w om en from
•the Section.
‘ W hat did she want 7 ’
‘ N othing, only about w hen the shops w ould op en again. A nd
yes, she asked m e to congratulate y ou o n your speech.’ Vico h alf heard th e w ords, and w ith a contented sigh h e turned
from the lig h t ‘ D on’t disturb m e fo r anything less than a
revolution.’ And when a t on e o ’clock th e sirens shrieked th e
-conclusion o f a strike that had co st th e country on ly fourteen
Jives, V ico was sleeping still.
D E SM O N D STEW A R T

a

LETTER
T o the Editor of The European.
.Sir,
la his article on Jean Santeuil M. Henri Gilbert remarks that
Proust discarded references to the Dreyfus Case in the Temps
Perdu, because they were no longer topical. This is not so, for
in Le Cdte de Guermantes and Sodome et Gomorrhe the Affaire
is a recurring motif. Seldom has the Proustian orchestra developed
so many variations on a theme, from the Due de Guermantes
•saying it is ungrateful of Swann to be a Dreyfusard when the
Faubourg St. Germain has shown him such friendship — “ rien
•que pour Oriane il n’aurait pas dft faire cela " — to the moving
account the dying Swann gives of his talk with the Prince de
■Guermantes at the evening party. Seeing the Prince leading Swann
into the garden, one “ anti ” says it is to show him the door, but
in reality he tells him of how, after he became convinced of
Dreyfus’s innocence, he discovered to his amazement that the
Princess was a secret Dreyfusard. The Marquise de Cambremer
<nde Legrandin) is anti because she thinks it shows she is a real
aristocrat, and explains the fact that a Guermantes is pour by
saying the Guermantes are half German. It was a perfect subject
for P ro u st; so many passions were involved that he used it
as a mirror in which to reflect the baseness, inconsequence,
•cowardice, snobbishness, courage, generosity and good or bad
manners in the attitude of each character ; for no one could
remain indifferent to the Dreyfus case.
Yours, etc.,
D.P.

JFortunately th ey don't know we are here, or they would abolish us all.

W. B. Yeats

D em ocracy becom es a governm ent o f bullies tem pered by editors.

E merson
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